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To Meet Growing Scientific
And Technological Needs
PERGAMON PRESS-within the past year-has
ing new international research journals :
Animal Health
Automatica
Behaviour Research & Therapy
Biorheology
Carbon
Comparative Mathematics &
Mathematical Physics
Disarmament & Arms Control
Electrical Engineering Education
Engineering Sciences
Food & Cosmetics Toxicology

begun publication of the follow-

Information Storage & Retrieval
Psychiatric Research
Medical Electronics &
Biological Engineering
Neuropsychologia
Nursing Studies
Rock Mechanics & Mining Sciences
Solid State Communications
Teaching Arithmetic
Toxicon
The Veterinarian

All are headed by distinguished, internationally-recognized
editors and editorial advisory boards.

The following journals are scheduled to appear in 1964:
Building Science
lmrnunochemistry
Professional Engineer
Programmed Learning

Psychophysiology
Vocational Aspects of Secondary
& Further Education
World Hospitals

The above are only a few of the titles published by Pergamon Press.
Write for descriptive brochure today!

Pergamon Press, Inc.
Dept. L 122
55th st., N.Y.

122 East 55th Street

.

New York 22, N. Y.
Oxford

Paris

New York

Please

1
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BOOKS IN PRINT & SVBJIIT GUIDE
If you have already ordered your new edtions - be on the lookout - they are
en route! BOOKS IN PRINT is being shipped first, followed by SUBJECT GUIDE
- and orders are filled as they were received - advance orders first, of course.
If you I~uven'tplaced your order for the new editions yet, why not do it now - and
get a full year's use from these remarkable bookfinders!

BOOKS IN PRINT -

listing- the available titles of 1400 U.S. publishersin
separate author and title indexes - price $18 net postpaid.

SUBJECT GUIDE -

listing under 24,000 subject headings all the books
from BOOKS IN PRINT which can be classified bjl subject - price $17.50
net postpaid.

R. R. BOWKER COMPANY
1180 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10036
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

JUST PUBLISHEDLiterature of Executive Management: Selected Books and Reference
Sources for International Businessmen

SLA Bibliography No. 5

Charlotte Georgi, Editor
A selective, annotated listing of almost 500 books, iournals, newspapers, and information
sources prepared especially for the Xlll lnternational Management Congress held September 1963. lnternational in scope, with an emphasis on current materials, the philosophy, science and technology, and history of management are treated in separate
chapters. Also included are books by and about executives, foreign language publica136 pages 1963 $4.25
tions, a publishers directory and an author index.
Special Libraries: How to Plan and Equip Them

SLA Monograph No. 2

A Project of the New York Chapter

Chester M. Lewis, Editor
Facts and figures on space requirements, layout, furniture, special equipment, preliminary planning, remodeling, moving procedures, and other aspects of producing a
functional, efficient, and attractive library. Ten case histories, most of which have
appeared in Special Libraries, describe the many types and sizes of actual special
libraries. There is a checklist for planners, an annotated bibliography, a directory of
manufacturers and suppliers, and a detailed subject index.
128 pages 1963 $5.55
Special Libraries Association, 31 East 10th Street, N e w York, N. Y. 10003
United States Soles Representative for Selected Aslib Publications

Leonhard EuIer,
Opera Omnia
To be complete in 74 volumes
Edited by the Euler-Kommission der schweizerischen naturforschenden Gesellschoft.

Series I: Opera Mathematica
29 vols. in 30. Available complete.
Price for single volumes available upon request.

Price for the complete series

$366.25

Series II: Opera rnechanica et astronomica
31 vols. in 32. 18 volumes published to date.

Each volume

$22.87

Each volume

$22.87

Series I l l : Opera physica. Miscellanea. Epistolae
12 vols. 8 volumes published to date.

A standing order can be placed for the whole work ( 7 4 volumes) with a special subscription
price of $1143.75, payable in advance.

F O U N D E D IN N E W Y O R K

1872

LONDON / PARIS / STUTTGART / BOGOTA

31 East 10 Street / New York 3, N. Y.
NOVEMBER 1963
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The
Atlas of
Britain
and Northern Ireland
Planned and directed by

D. P. BICKMORE and M . A. SHAW
Prepared by the Cartographic Department
of Oxford University Press with the collaboration o f Government departments, other
official bodies, trade associations, industrial
organizations, and more than 400 individual
experts.

A n essential working tool in commerce, indust r y a n d t h e professions; i n government a n d
administration; f o r economists, sociologists
a n d research workers i n many fields, t h i s
superb new national a t l a s m a p s a l l t h e mater i a l resources o f t h e U n i t e d K i n g d o m w i t h i n
one great volume.
The 2 0 0 map pages, each 20" x 15", using up to
12 printing colors, with many accompanying notes,
statistics, and diagrams, include:

53 pages covering a l l major industries
1 6 pages mapping population, occupations,
housing, etc.
26 pages devoted to communications
25 pages on agriculture and fisheries
13 pages on vegetation and forestry
4 0 pages mapping geology, coasts, climate, water,
soils, etc.
Introduction, lists of Topics and Maps, 24-page
Gazetteer, fold-out section detailing sources and
authorities, gridded overlay for accurate crossreference.

Industry
All Britain's major industries mapped and analyzed, from
chemicals to carpets, from steel t o sawmills.

W i t h t h e growing importance o f t h e
A t l a n t i c Community, a detailed a t l a s
o f t h e U n i t e d K i n g d o m is indispensable
a s a w o r k i n g reference. U s i n g new
cartographic techniques, The Atlas of
Britain and Northern Ireland graphically presents a rounded a n d balanced
view of m o d e r n Britain.
236 pages. 20% x 15%".
Quarter Leather binding.

$100.00

Only a limited number of copies available;
offered subject to prior sale. Write for
prospectus, Department S

Oxford University Press
417 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016
NOVEMBER 1963

Demography, etc.
Population; population change; occupations; age groups;
housing; department stores.

Communications
Traffic by road and rail; telephone trunk traffic; coastwise
shipping; ports; airports; overseas trade, etc.

Agriculture & Fisheries
All main crops; land use; labour; holdings; fertilizers;
livestock; milk; sea fishing; fresh-water fish, etc.

Vegetation & Forestry
Vegetation on non-agricultural land; woodlands and
timber; Britain's trees; woodland age classes; botanical
species.

The Physical Maps
Geological systems studied; glaciation; sea and coasts;
submarine relief; sea water; climate; river flow; Soils, etc.

Regional and Reference Maps
supplementing and complementing other maps i n the
Atlas.

Aslib Publications
Available from SLA

Heckman's
CAPABILITIES!

Faceted Classifications

B. C. Vickery

1961 $1.62

Survey of Information/Library Units
in Industrial and Commercial
Organizations
Campbele and Hanson 1960 $1.62
Treatment of Special Material
in Libraries, 2nd ed.

R. L. Collison

1955 $1.62

The Foreign Language Barrier
C. W. Hanson

1962 $1.56

Handbook of Special
Librarianship, 2nd ed.
W. Ashworth

1962 $8.19

Film Cataloguing Rules 1963 $4.14
Index to Theses Accepted for Higher
Degrees in the Universities of
Great Britain and Ireland
Vol. 10

1959-60 $3.25

vol. 11

1960-61 $3.25

Whether your budget is $100.00 or
$100,000 - for Library Binding . . .
Heckman is capable of giving you the
finest service available. Thirty day
service . . . pickup and delivery by
factory trained representatives . . .
and top quality. All orders whether
large or small are given s p e c i a l
handling by our entire staff of 300
dedicated people. Because of the size
of our organization . . . we can be
flexible to your needs. We are anxious
to tell you more . . .
Why not call or write now.

Aslib Directory, 2 vols. 1957 $17.58
Amendment No. 1, 1960-61 Free
with above

"Beautiful Liwary Bindings"

Special Libraries Association
31 East loth Street, New York 10003
NORTH

MANCHESTER,

IND.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Eastern Church.
DICTIONARY O F CHEMICAL NAMES by W. E. Flood
the complete reference work for students, teachers and practicing chemists.
.
DICTIONARY OF NAUTICAL TERMS by A. G. Course
for seaman and boat owner alike, this book is in itself a short course in seamanship.
ARISTOTLE DICTIONARY by Thomas Kiernan, Ph.D.
every idea, thought and definition that the great thinker offered is here, concisely
and summarily explained.
PLAT0 DICTIONARY by Morris Stockhammer, Ph.D.
companion volume to the Aristotle Dictionary, and like it, an invaluable reference
for students of philosophy.
CLASSICS OF GREEK LITERATURE
6.00
CLASSICS OF ROMAN LITERATURE
10.00
both edited by Harry E. Wedeck, Ph.D., these twin anthologies bring the great
literature of antiquity off the library shelves and into the hands of interested
readers.
10.00
CLASSICS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE edited by Joseph Roucek, Ph.D.
a huge undertaking, in which the central ideas of just about all the famous and
infamous political thinkers of past and present are reproduced through their
writings.
12.00
HISTORY O F GRAPHIC ART by James Cleaver
fully illustrated, this is a complete history that is a t once highly analytical and
extremely readable.
15.00
TREASURY OF MATHEMATICS by Henrietta 0. Midonick. Ph.D.
all the great writings on the mathematical sciences collected in one prodigious
volume.
7.50
PHYSICS IN THE SOVIET UNION by A. S. Kompanayets
an exposition of theoretical physics a s it is being developed behind the Iron
Curtain.
7.50
SOVIET SCIENCE OF INTERSTELLAR SPACE by S. Pikelner
for all those interested in Russian space exploration, from the Soviet point of
vlew.
PROSPECTS IN LIBRARIANSHIP
4.75

LIBRARY ASSISTANCE TO READERS
for librarians, each of these titles is self-explanatory.

4.75

*ALL ORDERS IMMEDIATELY EXECUTED

PHIL~SOPHICALLIBRARY, INC.
PUBLISHERS

15 E. 40th Street

N e w York 16, N. Y.

yesterday it didn't exist

scientists can possess
the most powerful tool
for information searching
ever developed

we call it
SCIENCE CITATION INDEX

1

1

I

research on almost a n y subject
u.nder the sun.

Published!
T h e 1962 annual volume of T h e
New York Times Index is just off
the press-with the detailed record
of what happened during the entire
365-day period.
Under thousands of alphabetically
arranged headings, last year's events
a r e recorded and summarized in
chronological order. E a c h item
carries a date, page number, and
column number showing the exact
location in your 1962 issues of T h e
Times. Of course, the dates make it
easier to track down information in
other publications, too.
But the Index alone will often answer all your questions about an
event or situation. You turn to a
news summary. and the facts you
need are right there.
This new volume is printed on longlasting rag paper and handsomely
bound in library buckram. I t contains over 1,000 pages of basic news
information that will speed up your

NOVEMBER 1963

T h e 1962 annual volume is priced
a t $60, which is also the price of a
year's subscription to the twice-amonth edition of the Index. When
you order them both, as a unit, the
price is only $95. You save $25, and
get the complete New York Times
Index service enjoyed by over 909'0
of all Index subscribers.
If your library is lacking a file of
T h e New York Times Index, why
not get one started now, while the
1962 annual volume is still available? Your order will get immediate attention.

The New York Times Index
T i m e s S q u a r e , N e w Y o r k , N . Y . 10036

G. K . H A L L & C O . P U B L I C A T I O N S

Dictionary Catalog of the Library of
THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART
This Catalog, representing 145,000 bound volumes at the Library of The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, constitutes an important and definitive bibliography of art and archaeology. Listing thousands of sales and exhibition catalogs, museum monographs, approximately 1000 titles in serial publications and magazines, and a wealth of books on art and related fields,
it is characterized by careful bibliographic cataloging, arranging author,
subject, and title headings in one alphabet, except for entries of sales
catalogs, which follow the main catalog and are arranged by subject and
by collector and/or dealer.
499,000 cards, 25 v o h m e s . $1,500.00

FIRST SUPPLEMENT
to the Dictionary Catalog of the Library of
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Covering the Library's acquisitions from 1960 to 1962, this volume lists
both recent titles and many important older and out-of-print publications
in the field of art and archaeology.
21,800 cards, 1 volume. $95.00

Ryerson Library, The Art Institute of Chicago
INDEX TO ART PERIODICALS
Begun in 1907, this Index contains subject entries for articles which have
appeared in 325 art magazines of the 19th and 20th centuries, with particular strength in foreign periodicals and museum bulletins not indexed
elsewhere.
202,300 cards, 11 v o b m e s . $740.00

Classed Subject Catalog of the
ENGINEERING SOCIETIES LIBRARY
The Engineering Societies Library is the largest engineering library in the
United States, and is both an archive for older material and special collections and a source of current information. Its Subject Catalog, arranged
in classified order according to the Universal Decimal Classification, somewhat modified, makes available all of the separate books, pamphlets, reports, and bulletins in the Library. A separate volume containing an
alphabetical index to the catalog is included in this publication.
239,770 cards, 13 volz/rnes. $845.00
A prospectus for each of the above titles and a complete catalog
of publications will be sent o n request.
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ALL prices for scholarly research materials are
kept low at University Microfilms. The cost of 0 - P
Books is one example. You can save up to $5 a
volume by sending orders here where such service
was originated.
Your want lists are also more readily filled.
Thousands of basic literary and scientific titles
housed in the great libraries of the world are on film
in U-M vaults ready for xerographic reproduction.
In addition, current 0 - P Book Catalogues list
over 10,000 titles including many modern works.
Send for the latest catalogues. See how you can keep
your acquisition budget under better control with
U-M 3% $ per page prices.
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Implications of the Copyright Law on
the Dissemination of Scientific and
Technical Information
JOHN C. KOEPKE, Senior Staff Consultant
George Fry & Associates, Chicago, Illinois
@ PECIAL

LIBRARIES
Association has for some vears been concerned with

3 the problems discussed in the following articie, and readers are urged to
refresh their memories by rereading "Joint Libraries Committee on Fair
Use in Photocopying: Report on Single Copies" (Special Libraries, vol.
5 2 , no. 5 , May-June 1961, p. 251-5). The SLA Board of Directors approved, in June 1961, this Joint Committee's recommendation that: It be
library policy t o fill an order for a single photocopy of any published
work or any part thereof. In June 1963, the Board of Directors approved
an extension of this statement on fair use in photocopying: Before making a photocopy of 02 entire work, a library should make an effort by
co?zsultine standard sources t o determine whether or not a cob7
' , i s avazlable through normal trade channels. The American Library Association,
Association of Research Libraries, and American Association of Law Libraries have also endorsed these library policy recommendations.
0

EDITOR

Copyright Law
W
was enacted in
the problem of
producing facsimiles of copyrighted works
HEN

THE

PRESENT

1909,

did not exist. The problem has come into
being with the development of equipment
that can make not only reasonably faithful
facsimiles of source material but also copies
which in themselves are readily adaptable for
the production of further copies. The concern over the potential problems and complications brought about by such machines
has intensified in recent years with the advent of relatively inexpensive copying devices, which have magnified the practice of
facsimile copying of all types of material,
whether copyrighted or not.
The implications of these developments
on the Copyright Law have a direct bearing
upon the dissemination of information. The
National Science Foundation is concerned
with the dissemination of scientific and technical information and, therefore, is interested
Based on a talk given to the Heart of America
Chapter, Kansas City, Kansas, on January 25, 1962.

NOVEMBER 1963

in the effects and implications of the Copyright Law. Because of this interest, the National Science Foundation engaged George
Fry & Associates, management consultants in
Chicago, to conduct an objective analysis of
the influence of the Copyright Law upon the
dissemination of scientific and technical information. This article briefly summarizes
the goals, methods, and results of that study,
released during June 1963 by NSF. (Entitled "Survey of Copyrighted Material
Reproduction Practices in Scientific and
Technical Fields," the report has been published but has been given only limited distribution among interested parties.)
Scope of the Study

This is not the first study to be made of the
problem. Others have looked at the issue, but
these have all been from a specialized viewpoint-that
of the librarian photocopying
copyrighted documents, that of the publisher
of copyrighted materials, or that of the user
seeking freer access to information. The National Science Foundation is concerned with

the total problem of scientific and technical
information dissemination rather than with
any single aspect of the issue.
The study covers all segments of the problem with two objectives-a reporting of facts
and an impartial analysis of data. This report corers the attitudes of the groups involved in the issue and the practices of facsimile copying as they exist today. The
conclusions presented indicate the extent of
facsimile copying and the implications such
copying has upon the parties at interest.
The study was divided into five phases:
1. Identification of the attitudes of various
interested groups as to the Copyright Law;
their interpretation of the law; and identification of those practices that might be interpreted as violations of the law.
2. Relation of possible copyright violations
to the availability of equipment capable of
reproducing copyrighted materials.
3. Determination of the extent of reproduction of copyrighted materials and identification of the needs and uses to which such reproductions are put by individuals.
4. Determination of the net effect of the
reproduction of copyrighted material upon
the rights and interests of a) authors, b)
publishers, and c) users.
5. Evaluations of any needs for procedures
that would achieve full dissemination of scientific and technical information and thereby
restrict, correct, or eliminate any violations of
the Copyright Law.

The focus of the Fry study is on the practice of copying works for study or research
purposes-what
is usually termed "private,
internal distribution."
The report excludes any considerations of
pirating work for republication on a broad
scale, such as the reprinting of an author's
article without permission in a second journal. Similarly, it does not deal with the pirating of one author's work by another for inclusion in a second work.
Although all methods of copying printed
material were investigated, it became apparent early in the study that major emphasis
should be devoted to photoduplication, because it is in this area that the greatest misunderstanding and potential problems exist.

The study includes an appraisal of the effects
of photoduplication of books and, more importantly, of journal articles.
Limitations and Restrictions of the Study

In addition to clearly defining the scope
of the assignment, the terms of the contract
under which this work was performed established certain restrictions. The major areas
NOT discussed in the report include :
1. Recommendations with respect to suggested revision of the Copyright Law. It is
the opinion of the National Science Foundation that the responsibility for devising solutions to the problems presented in the report
is a matter of public concern.
2. Consideration of the legal aspects of the
Copyright Law. Nowhere in the report is an
attempt made to place any judgment whatsoever upon the legality of the copying procedures surveyed. Various attitudes toward
legality are reported, but it is neither the
purpose of the study, nor the qualification of
George Fry & Associates, to render an opinion as to the legality of such practices.
Considerable interest has been shown
within recent months toward the adaptation
of an "ASCAP-type" approach to the duplication of copyrighted materials. Such an
approach assumes that duplication under the
present law is beyond the fair use concept of
the law. The Fry study does not determine
whether such an arrangement is legal, nor
even if it is particularly workable. The report concerns itself only with whether some
control is necessary in the light of economic
damage the copyright owner may suffer.
3. Confining the survey to study of duplication of copyrighted scientific and technical
books, journals, and papers. The survey excluded consideration of other copyrighted
materials in fields such as the humanities,
which presumably are subject to duplication.
This may not be a particular problem in industry, but conceivably it could be a major
problem at the university level. In any event
the conclusions presented herein with respect
to scientific and technical information cannot be extended into other areas without further investigation.
4. Applicability of report to special circumstances. The findings and conclusions of the
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

report apply to "scientific books and journals" in general. Because of insufficient data,
however, these conclusions cannot be applied
without further research to highly specialized
and copyrighted publications, such as Chenzleal Abstvacts, and copyrighted translations
of foreign material.
Survey Methods

Extensive field work on a national scale
was performed in the following categories:
1. Authors of scientific and technical literature.
2. Publishers of scientific and technical
books, papers, and journals.
3 . Libraries disseminating scientific and technical literature.
4. Users of the above literature.
5. Manufacturers of facsimile copying equipment.
Prior to the beginning of the intensive
field interviewing, it became apparent that
the author and user of technical and scientific
literature were often the same person. Consequently, this permitted combining authors
and users into a single effort.
To assure validity of the survey results, a
series of mail questionnaires was utilized in
addition to the personal interviews. These
questionnaires were designed to quantify the
data obtained in personal depth interviews.
Conclusions

The basic conclusion of the report is that
at the present time no significant damage occurs to the copyright holders in the scientific
and technical fields, although reproduction
of this material is widespread and growing
rapidly.
Authors of scientific and technical journal
articles are notably unconcerned with the
problem. In fact, the majority of them actually consider the copying of their material
to be an advantage to them. By far the greatest percentage of authors are not paid for
their contributions to scientific and technical
journals and, therefore, suffer no economic
damage. In the final analysis, authors are
concerned only from the standpoint of misuse or plagiarism.
Publishers of scientific and technical books
are generally not concerned at present by the
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inroads of facsimile duplication practices, because I ) the cost of copying an entire "inprint" book is excessive, and 2) they realize
that researchers rely primarily on journal material in their work.
The numerical majority of scientific journal publishers are unconcerned about potential economic damage resulting from facsimile copying practices. This group takes the
position that either the copying of copyrighted material is not widespread, or that
if it is, it does not constitute a significant
threat to the existence of their publications.
The typical scientific society that publishes
one or more journals feels that:
-the society publishes a journal to disseminate scientific and technical information;
-facsimile duplication of articles for dissemination is not only permissible but welcome ;
-facsimile duplication can sometimes result
in more, rather than fewer, subscriptions.
On the other hand, some of the largest
commercial publishers and large scientific societies indicate concern regarding current
copying practices with respect to their copyrighted journals. These publishers indicate
that they can suffer potential damage through:
-loss of circulation ;
-diminished sales of back issues, reprints,
and preprints ;
-potential loss of advertising revenues.
With the exception of a few specialized
instances, there is no evidence to indicate
that current copying practices result in a significant dilution of a publisher's market for
subscriptions. Several publishers and librarians indicate that duplication may actually
stimulate subscriptions to a given journal
over a period of time.
The reproduction of journal articles
(copyrighted or uncopyrighted) does result
in a loss of revenue to publishers who sell
reprints, preprints, and back issues otz a single copy basis. However, the facts indicate
that economic damage is limited. As one of
the largest journal publishers indicates, such
a service is operated strictly as a "reader
service" and is not expected to produce a
profit. This same publisher prefers to have
copies reproduced by the user rather than

supplying reprints. The majority of scientific
journal publishers do not maintain a single
copy reprint service. For those who do, income represents only a small percentage of
the total income of the journal, and possibly
less profit.
The fear of dilution of advertising revenues by commercial publishers, who rely on
this as a major source of income, appears
more theoretical than real. The publishers
reason that research personnel who rely heavily on copies, rather than original material,
will not read the advertising copy. This could
result in reduced spending by advertisers in
a given journal.
In general, the report concludes that such
fears are unfounded at present. For example,
there is no evidence that any organization,
either private or public, contacted during the
survey is "publishing its own journal" by
circulating copies of various journal articles.
Research personnel personally subscribe to
from two to four journals on the average
to supplement material they obtain from
public or company libraries. Only to the
extent that facsimile copies are substituted
for journal subscriptions does a potential
threat to advertising revenues exist. Such
substitution is limited at this time.
In the final analysis, there is no indication that publishers have suffered significantly from facsimile duplication activities
to date. However, there is no indication that
the Copyright Law has served as a barrier
to the dissemination of scientific and technical information. Moreover, use of facsimile
copying equipment by libraries, companies,
and research people is widely accepted and
growing rapidly.
Awareness of the Copyright Law restrictions by librarians and others has served as
a check to rampant multiple copying, which,
if uncontrolled, could result in significant
economic damage to publishers. Nearly all
multiple copying now practiced appears to
be more a matter of convenience for the
users than an attempt to bypass the traditional rights and markets of the publisher,
author, or other copyright owner.
Inasmuch as copying is deemed primarily
a convenient and sometimes more efficient
manner of disseminating information, and
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resulting economic damage is not significant,
it would appear that severe restrictions upon
the practice could cause considerable inconvenience without attendant benefits.
The results of this study, indicating that
no significant economic damage occurs currently, must be viewed in the light of the
two following possibilities :
1. The development of new methods of information storage and retrieval could cause
major changes. However, future changes are
unpredictable at this time primarily because
equipment and methods are in the "drawing
board" stage.
2. Improved facsimile copying equipment at
extremely low costs would substantially alter
the basic economics of the situation and
cause users to re-evaluate their copying practices.
Lessons for Librarians

The Fry study did discover an outstanding
awareness by librarians of the problems of
photoduplication of copyrighted materials. In
many circumstances, a genuine concern for
the legal considerations resulted in an effective check upon excessive photocopying.
Unfortunately for their employers, special
librarians generally exhibited much less awareness of the economics of photoduplication.
Because a good librarian is always concerned with providing service, photoduplication practices in some situations had
progressed beyond logical economic bounds,
regardless of copyright considerations. Despite
claims of manufacturers of photocopying
equipment, experts in library costs place a
minimum of at least 1 5 $ per page on any
type of photocopy when labor and an overhead factor are considered. Numerous examples were uncovered in the study where
photocopying in special libraries was substantially reduced when effective controls
were placed upon the practice. These were
economic and not legal controls. It would
appear that many special librarians would
be well advised to review their photoduplication practices, not from a legal but from
an economic viewpoint, to determine whether
considerable money is wasted in all-out efforts to please scientific researchers.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

A New Permuted Title lndex in the
Social Sciences and the Humanities
EARL FARLEY, Project Director, "Kansas Slavic Index"
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas

between
Iandprofessional
groups
between disciplines is
NTERACTION

as characteristic of today's
scholarship as is the splintering specialization that
makes such bridging seem
isolated. Area studies are
part of this interaction. At the University of
~ a n s a three
s
study centers have recently been
established devoted to Latin America, East
Asia, and the Soviet Union. A measure of the
increasing importance of the area study to the
entire library program is the fact that onethird of the new periodical subscriptions during the last fiscaljear came from countries in
these areas, including 92 from the Soviet
Union and East Europe. The total live subscriptions, gifts, and &changes number over
10,000 journals. . . .
The notion of the Kataas Slavic lndex as
an experimental, new approach to the ageold problem of bringing books and readers
together was an outgrowth of the same enthisiasm which helped to organize the cooperative language programs at the Universities
of Colorado and Kansas. . . . Was there some
constructive combination that could be made
of area study needs and library strengths?
W e felt the answer lay in producing a sample permuted title index, based on the library's holdings of Slavic journals, aimed at
the public of scholars familiar with a reading
knowledee of Russian in social sciences
U
and humanities, and produced by using an
available program and limited time on an
IBM 1401 Data Processing System in Topeka
or Kansas City.
Such a project was admittedly circum0

Condensed from a paper presented to the Social
Science Division, June 12, 1963, at the 53rd Annual Special Libraries Association Convention in
Denver, Colorado.
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scribed, but it suited our particular objectives
and experience. It was a way of getting our
feet wet in electronic data processing without
the jeopardy of paralyzing day-to-day operations, which had to continue.
From this experiment, the area program
hoped to obtain a sample of the kind of bibliographic aid that is now possible through
the use of EDP. Permuted title indexes have
been used extensively in the physical and
biological sciences but rarely in the social
sciences. The technique could be brought to
the attention of at least one growing group
of scholars at a time when they are likely to
be receptive to new methods in developing
their new fields of study.
The library, for its part, hoped to make
known its growing strength in Slavic serial
holdings and to improve its receipt of purchases and exchanges by intensive review of
their current status, a necessary by-product of
any indexing endeavor. A strong feeling was
impressed on us by recent developments that
indexing is an important area of additional
activity into which libraries must move from
their traditional position of leaving its supply almost entirely up to commercial indexing organizations. . . .
Definition of Keyword-in-Context Indexing

The Kansas Slavic Index, or KSI as the
project came to be called, belongs to that
class of recent machine-indexing techniques
known as the permuted-title or keyword-incontext index. Permuted-title indexing is the
cyclic permutation, that is, the orderly rearrangement or shifting of repeated transcriptions of a title or some other piece of text,
so that every word of that title appears in a
primary position for filing in alphabetical
order. It is an old childhood friend, Ringaround-the-Rosey or Musical Chairs, brought

back to play with words. Thus, the title of
this paper, "A New Permuted Title Index in
the Social Sciences and the Humanities,"
would appear in a permuted title index under the entries, "Permuted," "Title," "Index," "Social," "Sciences," and "Humanities," but refiled in alphabetical order from
"Humanities" to "Title." The words originally surrounding each of these entries
would also appear to left and right at each
appearance to show the specific sense in
which each word was used. The omission of
"a," "and," "in," and similar articles, conjunctions, or prepositions is generally understood. Deletion of other words like "New"
(of doubtful significance in this changing
world) can also be accommodated.
Just as my children, who once described
the radio as "that television with no picture,"
we can imagine an ancestor of such indexing
which omitted dl1 the surrounding words and
did little more than give page references
where mention of certain words (keywords)
had occurred. These indexes would have resembled the simplest form of book index or
concordance. The technique required might
have been nothing more than writing each
word and the number of the page where it
was found on a slip of paper and then refiling the slips in alphabetical order. It would
have been a permuted title index with no
context.
The phrase keyword-in-context, known
also by its acronym, KWIC, makes it explicit
that not only the filing words but their companions should appear in each entry. KWIC
was coined by H . P. Luhn in late 1958, at
about the same time Citron, Hart, and Ohlman were developing a Permutation Index to
the Preprints of the International Conference on Scientific Information held that year
in Washington, D. C. But an earlier reference
to the same principle has now been found, as
it always is-afterward-in
A. Crestadoro's
Art of Mnkizg Catal'opes of Libraries, published in London in 1856. Since the concept
has this long and honorable history, why is
it that now hundreds of modern versions of
the method make use of machines ?
For the sake of a hypothetical model,
imagine a card with a h&ontal slot in it,
permitting only one line of print to be seen

at a time. Further, pretend that each title to
be indexed is typed in one line on a long
strip of paper that can be moved behind
that slotted mask. Identify the source of the
title in some convenient space beside the
slot. Now, bring each word of the title in
turn to the middle of the slot and use an
extremely fast typist to copy at each move
what is visible through the slot, together
with its identification. At first all the space
to the left of the first keyword is blank and
only the first few words of the title show. As
the title slip is gradually moved leftward,
more words appear on the right.
Then words begin to disappear under the
mask at the far left, and as the end of the
title comes into view. more and more white
space appears on the trailing right edge.
Finally, the last word of the title reaches the
central position, and a maximum area is
blank to its right. The operation then begins
again with another title and a different identification. When all titles to be indexed have
been copied and the copies obtained have
been sorted into alphabetical order, the result is a kevword-in-context index. Each kevword is imbedded in and surrounded bv a
portion of the original context in which it
first appeared, showing in which of its possible senses each word has been used. Such
indexes as this have appeared many times,
some actually prepared by typists, but one
attempt to perform all these repetitive steps
manually for the words in just one title of
moderate length will convince one that this
way lies madness.
General and Specific
Machine Characteristics Needed

Although the slotted card and strip of paper are convenient devices for visualizing
the operations of keyword indexing, they are
obviously not the tools that are, or ever could
be, used by the Kansas Slavic Index. Basically, the ability of an electronic data processing system to store not only the information
equivalent to those paper slips but also the
instructions that would have been given the
typist, in the form of coded magnetic patterns are utilized. Then, under control of
those instructions, commonly called a stored
program, the system processes the informaSPECIAL LIBRARIES
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Sample entries from the six different sections of the "Kansas Slavic Index" showing the
relationship between the element stressed in each section to the complete citation given
in the bibliography, which comprises the contents section and is arranged alphabetically
by journal title.

tion, or data, more rapidly than one typist
and with more uniform accuracy than a host
of typists could ever obtain.
Storage and control exist in almost any
computer as do units for the arithmetic or
logical processing of the data. Both must be
present, although the use made of the arithmetic and logic will be more repetitive than
mathematical. To these elements must be
added a means of generating the results.
Punched cards are the usual medium for input,
although punched paper tape is another possibility. The information in either cards or
tape {s carried by patterns of holes that can
be read by electrical or mechanical contact,
metal touching metal through them or, in
more recent equipment, by light passing
through the holes to activate solar cells. The
of holes are equivalent, but not the
same, as those of magnetic storage. The
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equivalence is something in the nature of the
alphabet and numerals where both express
order, although on a different base. It is part
of the function of control in the computer to
be certain that this equivalence is preserved.
In the KSZ application, considerable sorting must be done. This need may be met by
the use of magnetic tapes for auxiliary storage of intermediate results. Again information is in coded form different from the
codes previously mentioned. The requirement
of tapes, or some comparable device for
rapid sorting, begins to narrow the range of
appropriate systems.
To this must be added an output device
that will print very quickly. Remember that
in the hypothetical model the title was to be
typed only once and then recopied and printed
as many times as there were words in the
title. Much more has to come out than went

in. For output, a printer must be used that
actually, or in total effect, produces a line at
a time, not just a character at a time as would
a typewriter or a paper punch. A usual top
speed for such a printer is 600 lines a minute,
although some have recently appeared that
reach 1,000 lines or more in the same 60
seconds. The "slower" speed is definitely
adequate for the K a m a s Slavic Index and
does not have the "wavy-line" effect that afflicts some of the faster machines. The printer
output is reduced photographically by a camera and is suitable reproduction offset.
These are some of the specifications for
the input, output, storage, logic, and control
elements for a machine system to produce a
permuted title index. It should be stressed
that not eyery computer is suitable for this
work. It so happens that most of those designed for commercial data processing, as
distinct from mathematical or engineering
applications, can be used. Beyond a certain
l e d of system complexity, this distinction
tends to blur. The IBM 1401 system is a
widely distributed and available representative of the minimum requirements. General
Electric, Sperry-Rand, and Minneapolis-Honeywell are among those companies that produce computers capable of similar work.
Programming for Storage and Retrieval

A stored program is an orderly arrangement of instructions broken down into the
component parts needed to accomplish the
assigned task. These parts are only as small
as the largest appropriate operation provided
by the machine, but they are more minute
than one may think. The total 1401 programming system offers over 100 different operations; the K S I program uses about 50 of
them. They are the verbs of the language. As
one would expect of a computer, these operations include the commands to add or to
subtract. For index programs these commands can be useful to keep count of how
many times a word is encountered or how
often a routine has been accomplished. Even
more important is the set of operations designed to move characters or groups of characters into different storage locations of the
computer. Because all locations are equally
addressable by numbers or names, like so

many drawers in a card catalog, the stored
program itself, once it has been entered from
punched cards into a certain portion of storage, can be moved about and modified.
Other commands provide the ability to
make logical decisions based on comparisons.
Still others serve to operate the input-output
units-to read or punch a card, to read or
write a magnetic tape record, or to write
a line on the printer. With other orders to
space and skip lines on the printer, there
are more than a score of operations that will
carry out the drive toward the final halt command. For the most part, all eventualities
have to be taken care of beforehand by inserting suitable tests in the program and by
plans of action when any combination of
situations appears. In a few cases, however,
it is not only possible but even appropriate
to have the computer punch or print a message describing the stumbling-block and
come to a temporary halt. To do this, the
programmer must foresee the places where
trouble may arise and insert the proper message as just so many characters to be moved
into the proper position and printed.
With these operations available for arithmetic, logic, control of internal movement,
input-output control, and modifications to
the path of the action, the program is woven
into whole cloth. A change in any part may
affect several widely separated routines. The
paths the program could take must be followed mentally to remove the obvious errors.
When it is punched on cards it must still
be tested on the computer with samples of
data before it is trustworthy. This process,
called debugging, is almost certain to turn
up some errors, ranging from a misplaced
letter to blanking out the entire storage. But
the procedure is straightforward and satisfying, inasmuch as most of the program, aside
from the error, can be recovered and reused.
This is a common characteristic of data processing, in contrast to manual methods where
salvage may be impossible or where new
errors tend to creep in while old errors are
being corrected. The corollary to this is the
principle that once the data has been initially
recorded, it can be transferred and reused,
with a very low rate of copying error, in
many subsequent operations.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

The widespread distribution of data proc,essing machines and the speed with which
they can accomplish their regular work have
evolved a situation recently in which libraries
that want to experiment with computers can
obtain time on them if they try.
KSI Programming

What can be done with such a system?
The answer lies in two directions: the program of instructions and the accommodation
of data upon which the instructions operate.
Neither is thoroughly explainable except in
terms of the other. The KSI program is in
the form of five sub-programs, each relatively
independent of the other and called, for the
sake of convenience, KWIC-1 to KWIC-5.
The function of KWIC-1 is to take the
data, the punched cards representing the
authors, titles, paging, and identification of
the Russian articles, check their sequence,
and transfer the information to magnetic
tape. KWIC-2 modifies the location, spacing,
indention, and punctuation of the information and prints a bibliography in table-ofcontents order. It spaces between different
journals and calculates page lengths, including all of the next item, before any part of
it is printed. This prevents separation of an
entry on two pages. KWIC-2 also edits the
reference numbers identifying each article,
allowing for the alternative formats required
by different patterns of volume and page
numbering.
The third sub-program generates the special entries needed for keywording. Its action
is analogous to the copying and recopying of
the title through the slot in the hypothetical
model. Certain words are eliminated that we
would never want to list. KWIC-3 also transfers the names of authors to a separate tape
file. KWIC-3 is the heart of the entire program-the most complex part-and like the
other parts, it has been rewritten extensively
from an original model provided by Mr.
R. N. Wolfe, IBM Systems Engineer at Columbus, Ohio. The five sub-programs have
been expanded to accommodate the special
needs of the Kansas Slavic Index, but either
in the original form, the present form, or
with further changes, this program is readily
usable for a wide range of indexing purposes
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and materials besides the indexing of Russian
periodical articles. The sentences in a text,
subject headings in a traditional catalog,
titles of office memoranda, musical instruments used in a collection of scores, or reports in an internal company file are just a
few of the other uses to which it has or could
be put.
KWIC-4 prints the names of the authors
together with the reference numbers that refer to the full citations in the bibliography
section. KWIC-5 does the same thing
- for
the keywords. It prints all keywords with
context "wrapped-around" if the title is long
and space is available at the opposite end
of the line to hold the overflow. S ~ a c eis left
between alphabetical sections for greater legibility. Before printing, each keyword is
matched against the next item in a changeable list of additional stopwords on punched
cards, and if a match occurs, the keyword
is prevented from printing. A frequency
count is kept of how many times each keyword appears, listed or not, and a final portion of KWIC-5 prints these statistics to
permit easier visual inspection of the frequency and stopword status of each keyword.
Before the bibliography, author, and keyword sections are printed, a separate program
supplied by IBM, called SORT, is used to
create new magnetic tapes in the required
order.
When the continuous forms are spewed
forth from the computer printer, they are
trimmed to uniform sheets on a guillotine
and attached to mounting sheets wiFh rubber
cemqnt. Wax-backed transfer letters are
placcbd in position to vary the typographical
monbtony and provide the necessary headings; and subheadings. The sheets are then
read) for an offset printer to reduce to
photographic negatives, make metal plates,
and print.
The five sub-programs that produce this
index are embodied in a little over 2,400
separate instructions, written in a formal
language for IBM 1400 series computers,
called "Autocoder." The principal advantages of this higher-order language are the
freedom to use symbolic names for locations
in the computer storage and for instruction
steps in the program when reference must

be made to them. Autocoder also permits
certain blocks of instructions, called "macroinstructions," to be called up by a single
command, rather than be described in detail
each time the routine is needed. For instance,
at one part of KWIC-3 it is necessary to examine each character to see if it is any letter
of the alphabet. This is done explicitly for
the first letter, but instead of repeating the
instructions an additional 25 times, it is only
necessary to use a special Autocoder macro,
CHAIN 25, to accomplish the same thing.
The price paid for such convenience is the
fact that the program written in Autocoder
and transferred to punched cards must be
treated as data for a separate program. This
means that yet another program, supplied by
IBM and called a processor, must first be
used to translate the symbolic locations and
instructions into more absolute and numerical machine-language. This takes about 20
minutes for a program of this size, and it
need be done only once if no further changes
are needed.
Other Procedures

The initial keyboarding of the data and
its subsequent printout represented perhaps
the most difficult aspects of the project.
Proofreading is a very necessary part of the
operations, but unlike the revision of catalog
cards, most of it is done before rather than
after the manipulation of the information.
A special coding sheet was first developed,
similar to those used in more numerical operations. It was soon abandoned, because it
required two proofreadings to catch transliteration errors and keypunching mistakes.
By minimal training of a student to transliterate and keypunch directly and simultaneously from the Russian journals, one combined correction proved feasible.
At the present time, at a reasonable cost,
and with easy accessibility, equipment is
available for the production of an index in
the 2 6 characters of the English alphabet,
10 numerals, and 1 2 special symbols of punctuation. The original Russian material, disregarding for the time being the other Slavic
languages, contains at least 32 letters, the
same numerals, and a dozen marks of punctuation, not necessarily the same. The answer

is a system of transliteration, representing
each Cyrillic character or
mark
by one or more available equivalents. This is
a familiar solution to librarians. who must
use some such system to interfile foreign
language cards in their catalogs, even when
they are printed in the original languages.
With a change of symbols, the order of letters in the alphabet also changes from the
Russian, which begins A, B, V, G, D, to our
familiar A,. B,. C.. D. This is extremely important for the consecutive use of all the
available equipment, since machine filing observes a rigid collating order that usually
omits nothing, not even blanks and punctuation, in its sequence.
Translation has not been attempted, since
we know there is nothing that would prevent
its incorporation later into the system and it
would re~resent
an additional investment of
I
human effort that has nothing to do with the
worth or acceptability of the basic keyword
system. Of course, the users of this particular
Index are primarily researchers familiar with
Russian, especially the 1,400 members of the
American Association for the Advancement
of Slavic Studies and the several hundred
libraries in which they study. They are social
scientists and humanists to whom the initial
issue of the Index was distributed in earlv
July for evaluation and criticism.
If sufficient interest is found, the KSI
working program could be transferred to operating personnel, separately, cooperatively,
or merged with an existing indexing service.
In any case, the limited objectives with
whichthe demonstration phase of this project began have been attained.
Automated Indexing of Court Decisions

The American Bar Foundation recently received a $35,000 grant from the Council on
Library Resources, Inc. to prepare magnetic
tapes for the automated indexing of the full
text of more than 5,000 court decisions. The
result of the study will be a completely automated procedure for indexing the materials
based on a thesaurus compiled by computer.
Special computer programs are in preparation
for the analysis of the judicial decisions by
statistical methods. Adaptations for the
sciences and humanities are also expected.
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Will Automation Work for Maps?
MARY MURPHY, Assistant Chief, Book and Periodical Branch

U. S. Army M a p Service Library, Washington, D. C.

deal
W
has been written on
the general subject of
HlLE A GREAT

information storage and
retrieval, usually in connection with technical reports, patents, legal inHnrrir?!c Ewinp formation, chemical data,
and similar material, I have found almost no
information on automation in connection
with maps. One exception is an article, "The
UCLA Map Library," by C. B. Hagen (SLA
Geography and Map Division Bulletiu, March
1963, p. 18). This library is expanding and
is planning to install a punched card system
when it moves into a new building.
" However, it is still in the planning stage.
To quote from Mr. Hagen's report: "The
maps in the collection are divided by geographic areas, but the entire collection has
yet to be classified and cataloged. A system
based on the Library of Congress classification schedules and applied to IBM punched
cards will be used. With this system, entire
decks of IBM cards representing maps of
certain areas can be reproduced and interpreted in a few minutes and sent to other
campuses or organizations, thus providing
them with a complete or a selective catalog
as desired, of our holdings in that particular
area."
General Primary Considerations

If a great variety of automatic systems are
working for technical reports, chemical data,
legal data, and patents, why not for maps?
Will automation work for maps? I think it
will. The question is not so much, "Will
automation work for maps?" but rather,
"How well will it work for a particular colChndensed from a Paper presented before the
Geography and Map Division, June 10, 1963, at
the 53rd Annual Special Libraries Association Con.
vention in Denver, Colorado.
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lection ?" Do the size of the collection and
the volume of business warrant consideration
of an automated or semi-automated system?
Will an automated system fulfill a requirement that cannot be fulfilled by a manual
system? Is this requirement sufficiently important to justify the increased cost that
would be involved in automating? Will information still be available for manual use if
needed? Is electronic equipment already
available in the organization of which the
library or map collection is a part?
Cost is an important element for consideration. All electronic computers are expensive; I think even their most ardent supporters admit this. Therefore, unless an
automated system will provide improved or
additional service, it is not economically justifiable. Before an automated system is installed in any library, serious consideration
should be given to possible improvements in
the manual system in operation. A computer
will not automatically solve all of a library's
problems. In fact it may create new ones.
One of the first things to be done if a
library is considering installing an automated
system of any kind is to make a thorough,
documented study of the present system. If it
is decided to continue with a manual system,
the study may result in improvements in that
system. It is a good idea to take a critical
look at operations in any library occasionally.
It is surprising how many tasks are done in a
certain way just because they have always
been done that way; sometimes even the reason for doing them at all no longer exists.
Experience in preparing flow charts and feasibility studies has shown that listing every
step in an operation and indicating the reasons for and results of the step, are often
sufficient to point out wasted time and effort
and to effect a more efficient operation even
if no
change is made in the system,
If>On the other hand, the decision is made
to automate, a detaiIed study of manual op5 63

erations with statistics on volume of work,
time involved, and frequency of operations is
essential. Hundreds of thousands of dollars
have been spent installing elaborate automated systems that have failed because insufficient study was made of the operations
to be automated or the requirements to be
fulfilled. Preparing a detailed flow chart of
any operation is an arduous but often rewarding task. Unless it is done well, an automated system based on it will be at a disadvantage from the start and may fail. If it is
done well, it becomes the foundation on
which the designers of the new system build.
It also makes an effective exhibit for showing
management, personnel, and others just what
goes on in the library.
In many libraries where automatic information storage and retrieval systems have
been used, computer equipment was already
available in some other department of the
organization. This is an important consideration. N o matter how expensive actual running time is, if there is a computer in the
organization with any free time, it may well
be worth while for the library to develop a
system that will make use of that time. There
is n o doubt that a computer will perform
some operations much more quickly and efficiently than a human being can. The fact
that free computer time is most likely to be
available at night need not be a deterrent
factor, for the library staff doesn't usually
deal directly with the computer. The library
is usually responsible for preparing the initial
computer input and for re-phrasing users'
questions in machine language. Actually putting information into a computer and retrieving it again is usually some one else's
problem.

itself or references to where information can
be found. In the first category, for example,
a publication or an abstract of it is put on
tape or microfilm, and the publication itself
is not retained. The second type consists, as a
conventional card catalog does, of references
to information in material that is available
for use.
Since a map is a graphic representation of
information, it is not likely that potential
map users would be satisfied to have the information from maps abstracted or stored on
tape. They would undoubtedly want to see
the maps themselves. Some experimenting
has been done in the field of copying maps
for storage on microfilm and reproducing
them when wanted, but so far the results
have not been entirely satisfactory. Color is
often important in maps and does not reproduce well; copies are not exact enough and
not clear enough. Microfilm is only as good
as the operator of the equipment, and all too
often microfilm copies are almost illegible.
The paper on which microfilm is reproduced
is not stable enough to give exact copies;
sheet size may vary as much as half an inch.
These considerations are more important
if a map is to be used as a basis for further
map-making than if it is to be used for intelligence alone, but even then the quality of a
reproduction is important. For these reasons,
the first general type of automated system
mentioned is not recommended at this time
for a map library. However, references to
information on maps are quite susceptible to
coding since the information is factual and
specific, and in some cases already expressed
in numbers. There is no reason why an automated system of the second type would not
work for maps.

Special Considerations for M a p Collections

Semi-avtomated System in
Use a t Army Service Library

The points that I have mentioned so far
apply, of course, to any library. The basic
considerations are pretty much the same,
even as the basic purposes and procedures of
most libraries are pretty much the same.
However, there are some factors to be considered that depend more particularly on the
type of material in a collection. Primary
among these is the question as to whether an
automated system should store information

The Army Map Service Library in Washington, D. C. has used punched cards and
electric accounting machines including a card
punch, sorter, and tabulator since 1945 in
cataloging maps. The punched cards can be
sorted mechanically, and lists can be prepared from them automatically. The cards
also have printed information interpreting
the punches and are available for manual use.
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A punched card system was first used in
the Army Map Service during World War I1
in connection with distribution of mam to
the various theaters of war. The demands for
quantities of maps to be shipped to different
areas became so heavy that it was impossible
to maintain manual records of the map stocks
available and to prepare transmittal lists of
the sheets in each shipment. A simple punched
card system was installed using only the
AMS key number, area, series, sheet number,
and edition to identify each map. All of
them had been printed at AMS so identification was easy.
When it was decided to use a similar system for the library, an entirely new card was
designed. I mentioned earlier the importance
of making a thorough study of manual operations before installing an automated system. As a matter of fact, the card that was
first designed for use in the Army Map
Service Library was redesigned after about
200,000 maps had been cataloged, because
the study of the manual system was not detailed enough. A fixed fieid on the punched
card had been assigned to each category of
information. In some cases the maximum
space required in actual practice turned out
to be greater than the field allotted to that
category of information. A more thorough
study of manual operations would have revealed this before the cards were designed.
For each new or revised map sheet that is
added to the collection. a "data sheet" is
filled out by a cataloger. A number of
punched cards are prepared from it, using
different colors and stripes to indicate the
file for which each card is intended. An
alpha-numeric code is used for most of the
information on the card. Designations are
preprinted on the cards to show the kind of
information given in each field. Reference to
code lists is necessary to interpret most of the
information, but frequent users of the files
soon become familiar with the codes for the
areas, subjects, and authorities of most interest to them.
The cards are filed in several separate
files. Equipment used consists of metal files,
eight drawers high, with two removable trays
in each drawer. Because of the wav the cards
are used with the machines, the cards are
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filed from the back of the drawer to the
front.
The cards are of two general types: "A"
and "B." An "A" card is made for every
copy of every sheet in the collection. The
"B" card gives only the data common to all
sheets of one call number. The call number
consists of the geographic area, type of map,
primary subject classification, producing authority, and scale. For example, a topographic map of France, produced by the
Army Map Service at a scale of 1:500,000
would have the call number 6M, 1-3090000-500. In this number 6M represents
France; 1 indicates a general map (that is,
one covering all of France) ; 30 is the classification number for topographic information; 90,000 is the code number for AMS;
and 500 is the denominator of the representative fraction for the scale, with the last
three digits omitted.
This system has been in use since April
1945. Some changes have been made in the
individual cards and in the files maintained,
but the basic system has continued and has
been quite satisfactory. The chief advantage
of using a punched card system is that lists
of maps can be prepared much more easily
and quickly than they could be with a manual system. A list of new and revised maps
is issued dailv:
, an accession list is issued
monthly, and bibliographies are prepared on
request, usually for maps of a particular area.
These lists are prepared at the rate of 90
lines per minute, with each line giving all
the information from one punched card.
It would be possible to determine by machine sorting whether a particular map is in
the collection, but such extensive sorting is
slow. and it has been found more economical
and more efficient to maintain the cards in
separate files for easy manual use.
-There are, of course, disadvantages too in
a punched card system. Although the cards
are arranged for manual use and although
some of the information is interpreted on the
cards, much of it is still in code, and until
a person becomes accustomed to using such
cards and tabulations, he may consider them
unsatisfactory. However, the people who
work with the cards regularly find them easy
to use, and the catalogers prefer them.
,

Future Possibilities

punched cards will be retained long enough
to have the new system tried out and to make
sure the computer system lives up to expectations. The probability is that they would
soon be destroyed, and new punched cards
would be retained only until the information
had been put on tape and the files had been
up-dated. It is predicted that entries for the
entire collection arranged as they are now,
by area, scale, authority, series number, and
so on, could be run off annually or semi-annually and bound for manual use as a catalog
in book form. Up-dating of the files may be
monthly or weekly depending upon the computer traffic situation. This could be supplemented by current punched cards to keep
information strictly up-to-date. If this application is successful, three or four million
cards will be replaced by tape and bound
tabulations, releasing hundreds of square feet
of valuable floor space and possibly providing more and faster service than is available
today.

What about the future? Is a semi-automated system as far as one should go in the
field of information storage and retrieval for
maps? Not necessarily. Actually studies are
in progress now at AMS to determine
whether the map and manuscript library
should utilize some of the more recently developed card systems or a computer. A Honeywell H-800 electronic computer is now in
use at AMS, and studies are being made by
library personnel working with personnel
from the Department of Computer Services,
which handles computer operations for any
department of the Map Service.
Although the punched card system has
been quite satisfactory, it does have some
limitations. Requests for selective listings of
maps have been turned down because the
sorting process is too slow and cumbersome
with the present equipment. With a computer system, selecting, sorting, and listing
maps would be a much faster and more flexible operation. Where the information is
listed now at the rate of 90 lines per minute,
by computer and magnetic tape, the rate
would be 10 times faster.
The punched cards now being used could
be used as input for a computer system. If
they are all converted to magnetic tape, the
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Another use that is made of punched cards
at the Army Map Service Library is for issuing an annual list of current periodicals. A
data sheet is filled out for each new periodical title regularly received in the Book and
Periodical Branch. This gives the title of the
periodical, the language of the text, frequency of publication, retention period at
AMS, primary and secondary areas concerned
(taking the same theater area numbers as
are used for maps), and the main subjects.
When the cards have been punched, in triplicate, they are returned to the library, where
they are filed in two files. The first is arranged alphabetically by title, the second alphabetically by broad subject fields and then
alphabetically by title. A tabulation can be
prepared at any time from these cards, giving
the periodicals on a particular area, in a particular language, and so forth, and a list is
printed and distributed annually.
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National Atlas of the United States
DR. ARCH C. GERLACH, Chief, National Atlas Project
U. S. Geological Survey Topographic Division, Washington, D. C.

thought
C
has been devoted,
over a period of years, to
ONSIDERABLE

the creation of a National
Atlas of the United States.
Samuel Boggs, Geographer of the Department
Librarv- o .f Connress
- of State, initiated some
preliminary work in the 1940's. With financial assistance from the American Council
of Learned Societies, the American Geographical Society prepared a dummy for a National Atlas between 1947 and 1950 in the
h o ~ that
e commercial firms would undertake
publication. The expense of compilation and
publication appeared prohibitive, however,
and the ~ r o b l e mof ~roductionwas referred
to the Association of American Geographers.
In 1954 the Association succeeded in having a Committee on National Atlases established in the National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council. The Committee,
under the chairmanship of Dr. Carleton
Paper presented before the Geography and Map
Division, June 10, 1962, at the 53rd Annual
Special Libraries Association Convention in Washington, D . C.
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Barnes of the Department of Agriculture,
attempted to stimulate and coordinate the
prod&tion of maps by federal mapping
agencies with the hope they could be collated into a loose-leaf atlas of the United
States. Approximately 80 sheets were produced between 1954 and 1961.
To achieve greater uniformity of quality,
better organization of content, and centralized distribution of the maps, the NAS-NRC
Committee recommended iis own dissolution
in 1961 and that responsibility for the National Atlas be transferred to the U.S. Geological Survey. Secretary of the Interior, Stewart L. Udall, agreed that the U.S. Geological
Survey should undertake the preparation and
publication of a completely new National
Atlas, carefully planned to serve government
agencies, business and industrial organizations, educational institutions, and foreign
scholars.
In March, 1962, the author was transferred
from the Map Division and Chair of Geography at the Library of Congress to serve as
Chief of the National Atlas Project. In consultation with experienced thematic cartographers from universities, government agen-

cies, and commercial mapping firms, plans
have been developed for a new National Atlas, which will be a cartographic monograph
designed to show scientifically and effectively
the manifold characteristics of the United
States. Cartographic consultants who have
been officially involved in the National Atlas
Project to date are: Robert M. Coffin, Edward
B. Espenshade, Jr., Fred W. Foster, Richard
Edes Harrison, George Jenks, Erwin Raisz,
Hal Shelton, John Sherman, and Robert J.
Voskuil.
Many of the basic characteristics of the
new National Atlas have already been determined. The dimensions will be 19 x 14 inches,
with double-page maps opening to 19 x 2 8
inches. Basic maps of the United States will
be on the Albers equal area projection with
standard parallels at 29% and 45% north
latitude. The scale will be 1:7,500,000, with
insets of Hawaii and Puerto Rico with the
Virgin Islands at the same scale but of Alaska
at 1: 17,000,000. The maps will be printed
on white paper with a gray margin, a dark
gray border, and a light gray tint across Canada and Mexico. The oceans will be darker
blue for deep water and lighter blue over the
continental shelf. Ordinarily, grid lines will
be white over the oceans and gray over the
land, but they will frequently be deleted over
land areas where they have little significance
in the reading of special subject maps. Many
subjects will be treated on smaller scale maps
(1 :l7,OOO,OOO and 1:34,000,000) covering
half or quarter pages, but there will also be
a section of regional maps at approximately
1:2,000,000, carefully indexed for general
reference purposes.
In its total organization, the new National
Atlas will have groups of maps dealing with
the physical, historical, economic, and cultural
features of the United States in addition to a
few world maps illustrating the international
relations of the country and regional maps
to show locational details. Among the 400
pages planned for the new atlas there will be
coverage of topography, geology, soils, climate, natural vegetation, hydrology, resources, transportation, telecommunication,
industries, crops, marketing areas, cultural
features, population distribution, density,
structure and movement, health conditions,

architectural forms, election results, and index maps showing the extent of coverage of
significant large scale sets and series of maps
and charts, as well as of air photos, for the
United States. The Atlas will also contain a
detailed index and extensive biblioera~hic
I
notes to refer readers to more detailed maps,
documents, or other publications of special
significance for each special subject.
It is generally recognized that loose-leaf
binding permits early publication of part of
an atlas and the addition of new sheets in
logical sequence, as well as their replacement
when they have become worn or dirty or
have been revised. There are also some advantages in being able to remove maps for
reproduction or for conference and exhibit
use, and, of course, the entire work may be
bound later if that is desired. On the other
hand, 84 percent of some 3,000 potentid
users expressed in questionnaire responses a
definite preference for a solid but flexible
and durable binding, which gives a psychological impression of greater prestige, costs
less, and provides less chance of losing pages.
In addition to problems of content, arrangement, format, and appropriate generalization for various scales, there are problems
of appropriate type styles and sizes and obtaining a paper that is truly white, light in
weight, soil resistant, opaque, takes ink well,
and has a high tear resistance. Uniformity of
format will be achieved by having the scribing and reproduction of all maps for the new
Atlas done in the Geological Survey, but
data will be gathered from a wide range of
government agencies, learned societies, educational institutions, commercial firms, and
other reliable sources. A substantial number
of the new Atlas maps will be completed
within two years, and some will be sold
separately, as they are issued, by the Map
Distribution Branch of the U.S. Geological
Survey.
Completion of the bound volumes is
planned for 1966 to take advantage of the
1964 Census of Business and Industry and
the 1965 Census of Agriculture. The Atlas
Project includes a program for regular revision of individual maps as significant
changes warrant it and of the entire work
every decade.
V
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Mechanized Information Storage and
Retrieval Made Easy
STEPHEN E. FURTH, Applications & Account Planning Manager
IBM Data Processing Division, White Plains, New York

tions process, and there are others of equal
importance. From the systems point of view,
communications as a system has several subsystems, such as :
1 . Collection of information
2. Selection of information for inclusion
into the system
3. Classification or indexing
4. Dissemination
5. Storage for future recovery
6. Retrieval.
With the increase in the volume of material to be collected, the increasing complexity
of selecting the right kind of material to be
included into the system, and the complexity
of indexing and classification in the face of
the multiple aspects usually covered by the
literature, the problem of performing traditional library services adequately has become
costly and burdensome. Add to that the
shortage of qualified personnel, and it can
readily be recognized that a solution must be
found to relieve professional librarians from
the many clerical tasks involved in processing
documents into a library so that more attention can be given to the intellectual work involved in selecting material, indexing, and
answering inquiries from users.
Formatted and Unforrnatted Data

Informaticn today can take many forms.
Generally, it is divided into formatted information, usually consisting of numeric data,
Presented before the Newspaper Division, June
11, 1963, at the 53rd Annual Special Libraries
Association Convention in Denver, Colorado.
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which may be historical or static in nature or
may be dynamic. Historical data may be personnel data, test data, and so on, and must
be distinguished from dynamic data such as
balances of accounts and inventories. Unformatted information is text, which, of course,
does include substantial portions of formatted information in the form of reports
showing the results of tests and experiments,
formulae, and similar tabular matter.
For many years systems dealing with formatted information or data have taken advantage of the capability of modern tools
such as data processing equipment, which
performs certain functions satisfactorily:
1. It arranges and rearranges data
2. It selects data by comparison to a set of
predetermined criteria
3. It displays the desired data graphically.
Fundamental to the use of data processing
equipment is the availability of a machinereadable record. For formatted information
this can be accomplished by connecting recording devices, by making standard-sized
forms with machine-readable marks, by reading previously recorded data optically, or by
keypunching them. Obviously, only by making information machine-readable can advantage be taken of the speed and accuracy
with which data processing equipment can
perform the above mentioned functions.
Systems dealing with text rarely have the
advantage of having information available in
machine-readable form. Text is included in
books, documents, reports, letters, and contracts. Unformatted information, however,
also includes pictures and maps that cannot
be represented in digital fashion. Therefore,
today most systems dealing with unformatted
material retrieve not information itself, but
references to a document, a picture, or a map
through the use of catalogs or indexes.

A library or a technical information center
is this type of system of storing and retrieving books or documents, and the card catalog
stores information about them. T o take advantage of the capabilities of data processing
equipment, information about the documents
must be available in machine-readable form.
In the case of documents, books, pictures, or
maps stored in a library or technical information center, this information can be obtained
as a by-product of library processing.
Machine-Producible Library Records

When a library decides to purchase an
item, a set of punched cards can be prepared,
consisting of a card for the author's name, a
card for the title, the publisher, and other
bibliographical information. This set of cards
can be inserted into a machine that will read
the holes punched in the cards and automatically type on a purchase order form the information required. Subsequently, when the
item is received, the same set of cards may be
used for preparing shelflists, catalog cards,
accounting records, and circulation controls.
By means of devices that automatically arrange these cards in the desired sequence,
such as alphabetically by title or by author,
bulletins or accession lists can be prepared.1
A further extension of the use of data
processing equipment would be the use of
the same set of cards for preparing keyword-in-context indexes once a month, once
a quarter, or, if desired, on a cumulative
basis.' Such an index serves as an inexpensive means of disseminating information
about books or documents in the library,
using the very cards that were originally
punched for the purchase or acquisition of
the same books or documents.
An even more effective means of disseminating information could be established by
matching the keywords in the documents
(which could be the words in the title supplemented by keywords assigned by an indexer) against keyword profiles representing
the interests of users. Selective dissemination
of information (SDI) uses a computer to
match documents and profiles and, based on
a predetermined percentage, to determine
who should receive a notification.3 In his
response a user can indicate his desire to re-

ceive a hard copy of the document, an abstract only, or if he is not interested in the
document offered. Most important, however,
he can communicate with the system by making comments such as: "Please add the following keywords to my profile since I now
have a new assignment," or "While I'm not
interested in this document, Mr. X in Department XYZ, is working on a very similar
problem and would be interested."
In this type of information storage and
retrieval system all the manual work necessary is recording the original information at
the time material is acquired. Of course it
may be necessary to correct some information,
and when cataloging or indexing, information may have to be added to the original
data. Having this information available in a
form the machine can read assures that no
further manual operations are necessary,
since machines will automatically duplicate
the correct information. They will also arrange the data and information in the sequence desired and print out catalog cards,
catalogs in book form, indices, accession lists,
KWIC indices, selective dissemination notices, and answers to search requests.
Although circulation control is not directly
connected with information storage and retrieval, it should be pointed out that the same
machine-readable records may be used to
prepare circulation records, which are processable by data processing equipment, not
only to maintain control over circulation but
also to obtain valuable statistical information.
Very similar procedures of recording information in machine-readable form may be
used for the control of serials.
In the case of newspapers, the problem of
recording information about an article, a picture, or a map would be somewhat different
from what could be done with documents.
When the paper is published, an indexer
could write on a form or dictate into a dictating machine the subject headings or keywords. From either source a keypunch operator could transcribe the subject headings
or keywords to a punched card for storage
and retrieval as an index. A clipping, photograph, or map would be numbered in chronological sequence and would be located in
only one place in the file. Searches would be
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against the index, and the accesslon number would lead to an item in its
chronological sequence in the file. Having
this information in machine-readable form
would make it possible to purge the file on a
continual basis and to remove items of lesser
current interest to less expensive space.
The cost of an automated information storage and retrieval system naturally depends on
the equipment needed. Selection of the right
equipment configuration for the performance
of the various tasks outlined above is a matter of systems design, volume of work to be
processed, desired service to the ultimate
user, and many other factors.4 Frequently a
library may be able to use machines installed
elsewhere in the company for some or all of
its data processing functions.
Advantages of Mechanical Systems

Tangible savings from the use of mechanical tools will come from the following areas:
1. Impvoved Retrieval Eficiency: Machines
will prepare indexes that may be used by requesters to select desired items or, where
necessary, machines may perform searches.
2. Savings in Space: These can be accomplished by eliminating catalog cards and substituting for them printed catalogs, magnetic
tapes, or discs of indexing information.
In newspaper libraries great savings in
space will be achieved by reducing to one the
number of copies of an item to be stored and
by the possibility of using the machine-readable index for continual weeding of the files.
3. Elimination of Filing of Multiple Copies
of same item under different headings. Only
one physical copy has to be filed. An index
prepared by or stored in a machine would
provide access to items from multiple aspects.
First among the intangible benefits to be
derived from mechanization of information
retrieval is improved service to the user and
greater accuracy because of a more specific
response to his questions. Probably of equal
importance is the facility with which a well
designed mechanized system can grow with
the growth of the organization, adapt itself to
the changing needs of users, and take advantage of the technological improvements
that can be expected in the communications
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field generally and in information storage
and retrieval in particular.
In the foreseeable future the editorial content of a newspaper, whether coming in from
news services or generated by the staff, will
be available in machine-readable form, wilI
be fed through a computer for editing and
justification/hyphenation, creating an output
which, on the o'ne hand, will operate typesetting equipment, and, on the other, will be
processed further for automatic indexing and
storage. Eventually access to clippings or
other documents will be possible from remote points by the use of transmission and
display equipment. Such systems will, of
course, nost be installed without adequate
preparation, and the analysis and planning
for the utilization of automated systems can
only be done by teaming up systems analysts
with librarians.
The range of equipment available to libraries is such that even fairly small libraries
can take advantage of it and are obliged to
learn something about it. All manufacturers
of data processing equipment offer short
courses, some specifically designed for librarians. The best way for a library to decide
what areas to mechanize and what equipment
procedures to use is to analyze the present
work flow. An article by Edward Heiliger,
former librarian, University of Illinois Library, which appeared in the October 1962
issue of Special Libraries, is helpful in this
regard. Whether you need a simple keypunch
typewriter combination like the IBM 870
Document Writer or a computer, the steps
outlined are essential for a sound program.
CITATIONS

1. Mechanized

Library Procedures (E20-8094).
International Business Machines Corporation.
SCHULTHEISS,Louis A,, HEILIGER,
Edward M.,
and CULBERTSON,
Don S. Advanced Data Processing in the University Library. New York: Scarecrow Press, 1962.
2. Keyword in Context Indexing (E20-8091).
International Business Machines Corporation.
3. Selective Dissemination of Information (E208092). International Business Machines Corp.
4. BAGG,Thomas C., and STEVENS,May Elizabeth.
Information Selection Systems Retrieving Replica
Copies: A State of the Art Report (Technical Note
157). Washington, D. C. National Bureau of
Standards, December 31, 1961.

Xerography in the Library
LOUIS G. VAGIANOS, Assistant to Librarian
John Hay Library, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island

N ow

THAT xerography, the electrophotographic process that has made possible
the remarkable 914 copier, has become an
indispensable tool for many libraries and
new applications for its use are constantly
being discovered and refined, a few words
describing the experience of the Brown University Library may be welcomed by the uninitiated and those struggling to develop new
techniques. T o do this it is not necessary to
evaluate the performance of the machine,
discuss the technical process involved in
copying, or indulge in a cost per copy analysis. All this has been done and is readily
available in the library literature. My remarks
will be confined to some applications we
have found especially useful and some suggestions relating to the operation and maintenance of the machine.

Producing Masters

The most important use for the 914 (apart
from routine book copy work) is the preparation of masters for multiple copies. For
this purpose Colitho direct-image, offset duplicating paper plates-numbers 50 or 70,
depending on the number of copies needed
-produce the finest results. ( W e use number 50 for 300 copies or less, number 70 for
1,000 copies or less.) These masters are the
product of the Columbia Ribbon and Carbon
Company. They have proven most satisfactory because of their surface, which has the
ability to withstand thorough cleaning without breaking through to the backing. When
ordering, remember to request masters with
square, round, or elongated punched holes.
The type needed will depend on the duplicating machine available for your use.
Before beginning the production of masters, certain adjustments must be made in the
control box of the machine. The fuser must
be pushed to "High," and the M, 14, or 11
button must be pressed. These buttons determine the total area of the item to be

copied that will be reproduced (i.e. pressing
the M button will insure the copying of everything up to the size 10y2 x 15 inches; the
14, up to 10y2 x 14 inches; the 11, up to
10y2 x 11 inches). More important, though,
is the adjustment of the "Print" lever to the
proper tone setting. Since the amount of
cleaning needed on the completed master is
dependent on the amount of toning that appears on it, it is essential to reduce the toning
as much as possible. It is especially helpful
to have a clean drum and to keep the toner
setting on the "Print" lever as low as possible while still producing good, readable
copy. It takes somewhere between 10-15 copies for any noticeable change in the toner
setting to take effect; so it is important that
the operator remember to make this adjustment well in advance. It mav also be necessary to stir the toner. In damp, humid
weather the toner has a tendency to cake.
The final step involves loading the masters
into the paper feeder. T o prevent jamming
or the feeding $f several masters at one time
through the machine, be certain the masters
lie flat and that onlv one of the tension
springs in the paper compartment is used as
a guide. (Proper placement of paper or masters cannot be overem~hasized.Most breakdowns in the Xerox process result from carelessness in handling this simple task!)
When running masters another advisable
adjustment is increasing the paper tension,
thereby causing more pressure to be exerted
on the rubber rollers. This can overcome the
smooth finish on the master material and
reduce paper feed malfunctions. Some applications using the number 70 master require
that each master be fed manually. Lightweight masters cause occasional feeding
problems but have tested out best to date.
The cleaning of masters is a relatively
simple operation requiring the use of fine
steel wool (grade #0000) and a little practice. Rub gently over the printed area and
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he Board of Directors held its Fall Meeting in New York City, September 26-27,
T
1963, at the Belmont Plaza Hotel. All members were in attendance for the two days
of discussion and deliberation as were the Cha ter and Division Liaison Wcers, the Fi-

k'

nance Committee Chairman, and a number o other Committee Chairmen and Special
Representatives. As a festive break from Association business, Stechert-Hafner, the international bookselling firm that is also the Association's landlord, entertained the Board at
dinner Thursday evening at Giovanni's.
A g n e s Bdte, Chairman of the Professional Standards Committee, reported on her
group's progress in preparing uestionnaires and lists to be used for a s u m q of
several types of established special li raries. The information gathered will enable the
Committee's consultant, Ruth Leonard, to start drafting formal standards on library collections, space and uipment, and budget. Many Chapters and Divisions have already
assisted in preparing raft statements on objectives, services, and staff, and the Committee
will distribute printed copies of these drafts to all members of the Advisory Council. The
Board approved the Committee's four recommendations: 1 ) establishing an advisory
board that will comment on work submitted to it by the Committee; 2) scheduling a
discussion of the Committee's work at the February 1964 Advisory Council meeting; 3)
authorizing the Committee to contact Chapter Presidents, Division Chairmen, and others
to request names of libraries suitable for the survey; and 4) surveying selected special
libraries to obtain information for drafting the standards.

z

7

Standards Subcommittee on Professional Ethics for Special LibrarAProfessional
ians will be organized to consider drafting a code of ethics.
he S cia1 Classifications Center has received a grant of $13,838 from the NaT
tlona
. !?Science Foundation to sup rt the expansion of the services and holdings of
the Center, which was formerly calle8"the SLA Loan Collection of Classification Schemes
and Subject Heading Lists. Under the terms of the grant, a contract was negotiated with
the Western Reserve University School of Library Science, and this contract was approved
by the Board as was a budget. Barbara Denison, formerly Assistant Curator of the Collection, has been appointed Director of the Center.

lizabeth M. Walkey, Chairman of the Translations Activities Committee, sumE
marized the recent work of her Committee. A proposal seeking foundation support
for the compilation of a comprehensive cumulative index to existing translations of journal articles, monographs, patents, symposia, and other technical material is being prepared.
A $74,113 budget for the Translations Center for 1963-64was approved.
he Representative to the Joint Libraries Committee on Fair Use in Photoco ying,
T
Chester M. Lewis, reported on recent developments concerning the fair use ofcopyrighted material and said that possibly a draft of a new copyright law might be ready by the
spring of 1964. At his recommendabon the Board approved an official communication to

the Joint Committee urging that it I ) give greater publicity to the statement on fair use
in photocopying single copies; 2) prepare and publish rebuttals to the many criticisms
that have appeared in print recently about the use libraries are making of hotocopying
equipment to the detriment of publishers, authors, and advertisers; and 3) tgat the G m mittee begin considering other areas of fair use such as that involved in multiple photocopying.
representing the Finance Committee, presented the budget for 1963-64
JfectseanandofFlegal,
related how the Committee had endeavored to take into account the possible efthe 1964 dues increase for Active and Associate members. The Board approved
an operating budget of $211,558 as well as two recommendations: I ) that Chapters continue to receive allotments of 15 per cent of the revenue received from Chapter memberships and that Divisions receive five per cent of Division memberships (since the membership dues will be increased, this percentage will substanially increase in the total amount
of the allotments received by Cha ters and Divisions) ; and 2 ) that the minimum allotment to Chapters and Divisions e increased from $100 to $150. A summary of the
budget is given below, with 1962-63 figures for comparison. A detailed Treasurer's report
will be published in News and Notes in January 1964.

'b

Income
1962-63
$ 94,510
1,200
11,070
4,550
33,425
16,800
1,125
3,500
12,000
400

Dues
Interest on Savings
Transfer from other Funds
Scientific Meetings
S eciul Libraries
Lchnicd Book Review Index
Unlisted Drugs service
Addressing Service
Convention
Miscellaneous
Total

$178,580

Expenditures
Chapters
Divisions
Committees
General Operations
Salaries
News and Notes

$ 11,250

5,050
8,220
26,605
61,140
1,110
5,390
35,250
12,825
1,125
5,000

echnicul Book Review Index
Unlisted Drugs
Convention
Retirement Program
Miscellaneous

-

12,230
Total

$185,195

lam for the 1964 Convention in St. Louis are developing in an orderly fashion acP c o r d i n g to the Convention Chairman, James V. Jones. The program will start with an
o en house Sunday afternoon, June 7, 1964, at the Pius XI1 Memorial Library at St. Louis
diversity, and there will be a reception that evening in the exhibit area. Don Swanson,
Dean of the University of Chicago Graduate Library School, will deliver the keynote adS-18

dress at the first general session on Monday. A new, experimental type of joint general
session will be held Tuesday morning in which the audlence will break up into groups
divided by size of library staff to discuss the ideas raised in the preceding general orientation talk on creativity given by D. M. Green, Vice-president in Charge of Research and
Development at Grove Laboratories. The Annual Banquet will be held that evening, perhaps followed by a reception at the St. Louis Public Library. On Wednesday a third general session, the Annual Business Meeting, and a trip down the Mississippi on the
steamer "Admiral" are scheduled. Monday and Tuesday afternoons and all day Thursday
will be reserved for Division programs. A special attraction will be a Convention-wide
"night-at-the-o era" at the St. Louis Municipal Opera on Thursday evening. The Forestry
Librarians will e holding six one-half-day sessions concurrently with the SLA Convention.

\
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he Representatives to the Joint Committee on Colleges of Pharmacy Libraries of
the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, Mrs. Mildred P. Clark and Efren
W. Gonzala, reported that the group is currently concerned with four ft0jec.t~: 1) a
workshop to be held during the MLA Pharmacy Section meetin in Philade phia m 1965 ;
2 ) a working manual in literature searching techniques for un ergraduate use in colleges
of harmacy; 3) a handbook for pharmacy librarians based on the Sewell-Strieby course
outlne of 1919; and 4) a list of pharmacy theses for the last ten years.

f

he Ad Hoc Film Study Committee, Edward G. Strable, Chairman, described a numT
ber of possibilities for producing a film on some aspect of special librarianship and
repotted that his Committee will continue investigating ways and means.
retirement program for the Association's Headquarters staff members was apA
proved by the Board, and a group annuity contract has been made with the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company.
he ADI-SLA Joint Operating Group (JOG) has met to discuss how the two orT
ganizations can best cooperate in areas of mutual interest and concern, and it was decided to concentrate first on joint recruitment efforts.
he Board has gone on record as favoring a permanent representative to the InterT
tional Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) and will study the matter further. Dr.
Karl A. Baer, SLA's 1963-64 representative to the 29th Session of IFLA in Sofia, Bulgaria, Se tember 1-6, 1963, has been named temporary chairman of a newly created
Section of Special Libraries IELA, which will be organized during the coming year.

allowing through o n the recommendation of the Goals Committee that the AssoF
ciation have an active research program undenvay by 1970, President Mrs. Mildred H.
Brode has appointed a Committee for the Study of an SLA Research Program. Dr. Pagl
Wasserman is Chairman; other members of the Committee are: Mrs. Marjorie R. Hyslop,
Dr. Anthony T. Ktuzas, Rose L. Vormelker, and Bill M. Woods.
he Board approved the Association's affiliation as a member of the National ConT
ference of Organizations of the Eleanor Roosevelt Memorial Foundation, whose objective is to continue the interests and projects of the former First Lady in the areas of
human rights, social welfare, and better mternational understanding.
he Membership Committee, under the Chairmanship of Aileen Thompson, has
T
taken positive steps to assist the continual increase in new Association members as well
as retention of present members by drafting letters encouraging Student memberships and
to Chapter Membership Committees.

T

he slate for the Nominating Committee for 1964-65 was approved and includes:
Agnes Brite, Librarian, New England Mutual Life Insurance Company, Boston; Mary
S-19

C. Dunnigan, Librarian, United States Brewers Association, Inc., New York; Kenneth H.
Fagerhaugh, Librarian, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh; Sophie Furman,
Librarian, Stein, Roe and Farnham, Chicago; and Chairman, Alvina Wassenberg, Technical Librarian, Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation, Spokane.
T h e Association's G o d s for 1970, which were published in Special Libraries in April
1963, p. 215-6, have been reprinted in quantity and are available gratis upon request
to Association Headquarters. To help ac uaint and remind members with these goals,
copies will be distributed each year to mern ers of the Advisory Council.

1

ecent official representations of the Association at other professional, educational,
R
and organizational meetings have included: Margaret A. Firth at the 37th Annual
Conference of Aslib in St. Andrews, Scotland, September 24-26, 1963; Ralph C. Simon
at the September 15, 1963 meeting and reception of the American Association for the
United Nations with the U. S. Delegation to the 18th General Assembly of the United
Nations; and Mrs. Linda M. Johnston at the 75th anniversary convocation of the Georgia
Institute of Technology, October 7, 1963.
hanges i n the SLA Official Directory as of October 1963 are: MONTREAL
CHAPC
PRESIDENT:
Eileen Morash, Librarian, National Film Board Reference Library,
CHAIR3255 Cote de Liesse Rd., P.O. Box 6100, Montreal, Quebec; MUSEUMDIVISION
8,

TER

Mrs. Miriam L. Lesley, Free Library of Philadelphia, Logan Square, Philadelphia 3,
Pennsylvania.

MAN:

c h a p t e r visits to be made by President Mrs. Mildred H. Brode, during 1963-64 are:

u

Heart of America and
St. Louis-October 12
New York-October 24

Boston-November 4
Montreal-November 6
Baltimore-December 3
New Jersey-January 13

Dayton-April 10
Oklahoma-April 24
Texas-April 25

president-Elect William S. Budingmn will visit:
Minnesota-October
Oak Ridge-October

4
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Louisiana-October 26
Cincinnati-November 6
Georgia-November 8

Philadelphia-November
Alabama-November 15

he Association has become the United States sales agent for selected Aslib pubT
lications and currently has ten titles in stock. In turn, Aslib is serving as SLA's sales
agent in the United Kingdom. All prices remain the same.
lans for the American Reference Center for the U. S. Pavilion at the 1964-65 New
P
York World's Fair, in which SLA, and AD1 are cooperating with ALA, are shaping
up rapidly according to SLA's representative Elizabeth Ferguson. Scholarships are being
solicited to pay for the travel, training, and living ex nses of the 300 librarians who will
be needed to staff the Center. SLA and the New Yor Chapter are both providing $1,000
scholarships, and industry has already pledged $12,850. Companies may also su port the
Center by paying the living and trainmg expenses of their own librarians who qua ~ f y .

'T

P

the Soviet Union has
n exchange of special librarians from the United States
A
been proposed to the Director of the Soviet and East European Exchange Program
of the United States De artment of State. Each exchange group would consist of six to
and

eight persons who roul~! tour the other's country for a one month period visiting s
libraries, discussing techniques, materials, services, and training methods, and expf-Ionng
the exchange of materials.
Mid-Winter Meeting of the Board of Directors and the Advisory Council will
Thbee held
at the Sheraton-Belvedere Hotel, Baltimore, Maryland, February 13-15, 1964.

Nominating Committee Report 1963-1964

The Nominating Committee presents to the Board of Directors the following candidates for office, all
of whom have accepted nomination:
President
WILLIAMS. BUDIN~TON,
Associate Librarian
The John Crerar Library
35 West Thirty-Third Street
Chicago 16,Illinois

SARAAULL,Reference Librarian
University of Houston
Cullen Boulevard
Houston 4, Texas

President-Elect
ALLEEN
THOMPSON,
Librarian
Atomic Power Equipment Dept.
General Electric Company
P. 0. Box 254
San Jose, California

Chairman of the Advisory Council
MRS.ELIZABETH
M. HUTCHINS,
Assistant Librarian
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
285 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York
Chairman-Elect of the Advisory Council
HERBERT
S. WHITE,Manager
Technical Information Center
IBM Data Systems Division
International Business
Machines Corporation
Poughlreepsie, New York

EPRBNW. GONWLEZ,Director
Technical Communications
Grove Laboratories, Inc.
8877 Ladue Road
St. Louis 24, Missouri

KATHERINE
DODGE,Librarian
McCam-Erickson,Inc.
485 Lexington Avenue
New York 17,New York

Librarian
WILLIAMKAYEBEATTY,
The Archibald Church Medical Library
Northwestern University
303 East Chicago Avenue
Chicago 11, Illinois

Librarian
KENNETHN.METCALP,
Henry Ford Museum
Greenfield Village
Dearborn, Michigan

Treasurer
JEANE. FLEGAL,
Librarian
Business Library
Union Carbide Corporation
270 Park Avenue
New York 17,New York
Directors
(Elect One)
PAULJ. BURNETTE,
Director
Army Library
Office of the Adjutant General
Headquarters, Department of
the Army
Washington 25, D. C.
(Elect One)
MAURICE
F. RAHILLY,Chief
Research Library Section
Research and Advanced Development
Division
Avco Corporation
Wilmington, Massachusetts

Members continuing to serve on the Board of Directors for 1964-1965will be the Immediate PastPresident, Mrs. Mildred Hooker Brode; and Directors, Mrs. Elizabeth B. Roth, Joan M. Hutchinson,
Helene Dechief, and Mrs. Dorothy B. Skau.
Further nominations, accompanied by written acceptance of the nominee, may be entered by petition of 25 voting members and shall be filed with the Executive Director at least three months prior
to the annual meeting.
Respectfully submitted
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SLA Sustaining Members
The following organizations are supporting the activities and objectives of the
Special Libraries Association by becoming Sustaining Members for 1963.
This list includes all applicants processed through October 9.
ABBOTTLABORATORIES LIBRARY
CORPORATION
AEROJET-GENERAL
AETNASTEELPRODUCTS
CORPORATION
ASSOCIATES,
INCORPORATED
ALLIEDRESEARCH
AMERICAN
CANCOMPANY
CANCER
SOCIETY
AMERICAN
AMERICAN
CYANAMID
COMPANY
AMEMCAN
ELECTRIC
POWER
SERVICE
CORP.
AMENCAN
GAS A s s o c m ~ ~ o ~
AMERICAN
HERITAGE
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
AMERICAN
IRONAND STEELINSTITUTE
AMEUCAN
Tosacco COMPANY
AMPEX~ R P O R A T I O N
ARMME NATIONAL LABORATORY
ARMEDSERVICES
TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
AGENCY
ATLASCHEMICAL
INDUSTRIES,
INC.
RESEARCH
CENTER
BELL& HOWELL
BELLTELEPHONE
LABORATORIES
BETHLEHEM
STEELCOMPANY
BOEING
COMPANY
R. R. BOWKER
COMPANY
BRIDGEPORT
PUBLICLIBRARY
AND PROFESSIONAL
WOMEN'SFOUNDATION
BUSINESS
LIBRARY
C ~ ~ CORPORA~ON
E R
CHEMCELL
LIMITED
CHNERSBOOKBINDING
COMPANY
CIBA PHARMACEUTICAL
F'RODUCTS INC.
COLORADO
STATEUNIVERSITY
LIBRARIES
CONSOLIDATED
BOOK SERVICE,INC.
CONSOLIDATEDEDISON
COMPANYOF NEWYORK
CONSOLIDATION COALCOMPANY
CONTINENTAL
CARBON COMPANY
LIBRARY
CORNELLUNIVERSITY
CORNINGGLASSWORKS
CROWNZELLERBACH
CORPORATION
DALLAS
PUBLICLIBRARY
Dow CHEMICAL
COMPANY
Dow CHEMICAL
LIBRARY
E. I. DU PONTDE NEMOURS
& COMPANY
Iavoisier Library
E. I. o u PONTDE NEMOURS
& COMPANY
Technical Library
COMPANY
EASTMAN
KODAK
Esso RESEARCH
& ENGINEERING
COMPANY
F. W. FAXONCOMPANY,
INC.
FEDERAL
RESERVE
BANKOF NEWYOM
FIRSTNATIONAL
BANKOF BOSTON
&(ST NATIONAL
BANKOF CHICAGO
FORD FOUNDATION
Fom MOTORCOMPANY
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
GENEXAL
FOODSCORPORATION
GENERAL
MOTORS
CORPORATION
Public Relations Library
GENERAL
MOTORS
CORPORATION
Research Laboratories
GLICKBOOKBINDING
CORPORATION
RESEARCHCENTER
B. F. GOODRICH
OF BUSINESS
HARVARD
GRADUATE
SCHOOL
MINISTRATION
IBM, THOMAS
J. WATSONRESEARCH
CENTER
IDAHO
STATECOLLEGE
LIBRARY
INDIANA
STATELIBRARY
INTERCONTINENTAL MEDICAL
BOOK
CORPORATION
JOHNS-MANVILLE
RESEARCH
& ENGMEERLNG
CENTER
WSTER J. JOHNSON,
INC.
~
E ALUMINUM
R
& CHEMICAL
CORPORATION
LIBRARY
A m 5643-62-119, APO 238, NEW
Yo=
ELI LILLYAND COMPANY
LOCKHEED hflSILES & SPACECOMPANY

MELLON
NATIONAL
BANKAND TRUSTCOMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL
REGULATOR
COMPANY
MINNESOTA
MINING& MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
OF ENGINEAND BOAT
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more briskly over the rest of the master. This
should always be done, as it is impossible to
identify all the background toning on a
master by looking at it. If only part of it is
cleaned, a shadow will generally print on the
neglected areas. Several liquid cleaners are
available, but we, as yet, have not found
them as effective as steel wool.
After a period of use, it will be observed
that drums used for masters wear more rapidly and develop lines that may appear when
routine book copy work is done. This can
only be avoided if separate drums are used
for each operation. If this is not possible
because of the limited number of masters
needed or the prohibitive cost, another alternative is available-limit
the use of the
machine for the production of masters to one
day a week or several hours each day, after
which the drum may be cleaned.
Regular cleaning habits are absolutely indispensable and should be established.
Whether they are performed daily, weekly,
or at other intervals will depend on the machine's usage and the quality of the copy
produced. Vistawax (paste) is extremely
good for cleaning the drum. Cleaning will
also extend the drum's "life-expectancy."
W e use our drum for both masters and regular work. It has now produced 52,000
copies and is still providing excellent copy.
Producing Catalog Cards

At the present time we use masters for the
library's weekly accessions lists, the staff bulletin, special bibliographies, and the production of catalog cards. In the production of
catalog cards a wide variety of systems are
used, which depend largely on the needs of
the library, the duplicating machines to be
used for printing from the masters, and the
quality of the card one wishes to produce.
An interesting account of the arrangements
used by the University of California, Los
Angeles, can be read in the spring 1963 issue
of Library Resotlvces and Technical Services
("Xerox 914: Preparation of Multilith Masters for Catalog Cards" by Harry D. Williams
and Thomas Whitney, p. 208-11). In one
arrangement jigs are utilized to hold the
proof cards in the proper place on the scanNOVEMBER 1963

ning glass. This system, as the article points
out, is somewhat unsatisfactory, because it
produces heavy black lines around the edges
of the cards which take too long to erase. In
another system the operator marks the scanning glass with scotch tape and then places
the proof cards directly on the glass. In still
another system card proofs are again placed
on the scanning glass, and cardstock, which
is substituted for masters in the feeder, is
printed directly.
Many arrangements are possible. Our procedure differs from any of the above because
we have a special duplicating machine used
solely for the printing of cards. T o produce
uniform catalog cards efficiently with a minimum of adjustments on the diplicating machine, it was essential that we devise a form
that would insure exactly the same margins
on the top and left side of each card. W e
accomplished this by cutting a 10% x 15
inch piece of bond paper in half. Guide
lines, 1/4 inch long, corresponding to each
of the edges of three catalog cards, were
printed on the margins. When original cataloging is done, the information is typed directlv to the form. When LC roof sheets
are used, the slips are pasted to the form
with a paste that allows them to be removed
after they have been photographed. The
forms are then placed oi the top half of the
scanning glass. The feeder of the paper compartment is adjusted for the masters, which
also have been cut in half. The masters moduced are cut along the guide lines printed
on the form and still visible on the master
into three equal cards, cleaned, and sent for
printing. cleaning is very rapid, as the guide
lines do not have to be erased and the background toning is almost negligible.
Producing Halftones

W e have also experimented with halftone
reproductions on masters and have been surprised and pleased to discover that satisfactory reproductions can be obtained! As in the
case of reproducing halftones for regular
book work, we simply place a screen on the
scanning glass and place the item to be copied on top of the screen. In experimenting
we have learned that, for most work, best

results have been obtained usine
either Aru
type or Paratone white dotted screens with
85 lines to an inch and a 40 per cent tone.
With these we are able to ~ r o d u c ethe satisfactory reproductions while maintaining
well-defined, undistorted print. These screens
are very inexpensive and can be purchased
at any well stocked art store. They can also
be backed with a thin sheet of acetate, thus
extending the length of time they can be
used effectively.
In the library is kept a stock of screens
ranging from 20 per cent tone to 70 per cent
tone. Since the 40 Der cent tone screen can
be used with a fair degree of success on almost any halftone, it is used exclusively for
all work done for the ~ u b l i c .When. however, we wish to do a slightly better job for
a special project or library work, we vary the
screen used. If the halftone to be copied is
on the light side, the darker tone is used;
conversely, if the halftone is dark, the lighter
tone is used. Considerable flexibility is possible with the quality varying accordi&ly~
It should be apparent to all that the 914
copier has many potential uses for libraries.
~ h e s ecan be -exploited only by operators
with skill, imagination, ingenuity, interest,
and time to experiment.

Grant to New York Academy of Medicine
An analysis of the medical literature resources in the greater New York area and
the examination of possible applications of
data processing equipment to make these resources available are the subjects of a twoyear study to be made by the New York
Academy of Medicine with a $74,000 grant
from the Health Research Council of the
City of New York. In conjunction with the
program of the Medical Library Center of
New York and its Union Catalog of Medical Periodicals, which is being compiled
under the direction of Mrs. Jacqueline Felter,
the study will survey library holdings and
the use, misuse, and non-use of the medical
literature. In its second and final year of
activity, the Union Catalog, with the help
of a John A. Hartford Foundation $34,710
grant, has accomplished 75 per cent of its
total work goal.

I

SPOTTED

I

The United States ranks first in exporting something like "le iazz hot," which needs
no translation, but, according to Unesco's
"Index Translationum," it ranks sixth against
Russia's first in translated books published in
1961. The Bible is the most translated (246
times), and President Kennedy received 20
translations compared to Premier KhrushUnder James T. Babb's
chev's 168.
direction, 1,780 books were chosen for the
White House Library. Reduced to statistics,
the library contains 32 subject categories,
very few reference volumes, and diverting
books like "Little Women" or ponderous
tomes like the diaries and letters of a former
president published by the Ohio State Archeological Society.
Have you forgotten what a real library is like? "American
Documentation" says a library is "a mausoleum for books. Once a historically valid
idea, the march of research has completely
obviated its purpose by making chimerical
any idea of 'completeness' of a collection."
"Coronet" magazine once published an
article called "Creeping Censorship in Our
Libraries." Galloping would seem more like
it when a governor personally selects all
textbooks, when authors such as Jack London, Archibald MacLeish, and Carl Sandburg are on certain book lists as subversive,
and when a children's story about a black
rabbit and a white rabbit strikes terror in a
One of the ansegregationist's heart.
swers to what an engineer would do when
confronted with a technical research problem was "try to figure it out for myself or
consult the library." Unfortunately, says the
conductor of the study, the engineer will
more often try to do the library research
himself instead of putting it in the hands of
trained personnel.
Former SLA President Eugene Jackson, writing in the "ALA
Bulletin," gave his point of view on the
question "Should Library Schools Produce
Specialists or Generalists?": ". . . it is a
question of where (specialist training) will be
provided . . . in the library school or . . .
another department of the university. I vote
for it to be given in tomorrow's library school
by a faculty as dedicated as today's are,
but possessing a deeper subject competence."
0
After the theft of a card catalog drawer,
the librarian estimated it would take one person six months to check 75,000 books to replace the loss.
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Role of the Motion Picture
Library in 1963
ROBERT A. LEE, Research Assistant, Research Department
Universal Pictures Co., Inc., Universal City, California

I

N

A

RECENT DRAMA

section of the New
York Sunday Times, the
production of a new
Doris Day film at Universal-Revue Studio, "The
Thrill of It All," was
under discussion. A property man volunteered the information that the comedy was
to center around a type of soap named
"Thrill," but a soap company had informed
him that there was already a detergent of
that name.1 Unmentioned was the fact that
the soap company reached the property man
through the medium of the research department, which, while making a legal check,
discovered in the trade name registers that
Procter & Gamble had recently developed a
"Thrill" detergent. Although a completely
unimportant point, it nevertheless serves to
emphasize the manner in which motion picture libraries have always operated, quietly
in the background of studio operations, yet
striving for authenticity in all aspects of
their research.

cluding part-time clerks; of the ten departments, one has been converted to television,
several of the others are at half or auarter
strength, and two have ceased altogether
(Columbia and Republic Studios).
To understand this change, it may be
helpful to consider the origins of motion
picture libraries, the first of which was
prompted by Cecil B. DeMille at Paramount
in 1915, and described by him in his autobiography:

". . . in my quest for authenticity in films, I
developed the habit of sending one of our secretaries, Bessie McGaffey, to the public library to
bring me books on costume, architecture, gunnery,
or whatever subject I was dealing with in planning
a picture. Now, public libraries are most admirable
institutions, but they have one irritating custom.
They want their books back. When, as often happened, Bessie found it necessary to remind me of
that, I would tell her, 'Well then, buy a copy of
the book and next time we'll have it when we
need it.' Bessie's office soon became crowded with
books. and her time crowded with consulting them
in answer to my questions. That was the birth, I
believe, of 'Research' as a full-fledged department
in a motion picture studio."'

A year later Leroy Armstrong had started
a library for Carl Laemmle at Universal,
and by 1926 the librarians of Fox, ParaIt was interesting to learn, while searchmount,
and Universal were reporting to
ing for literature on the subject, that other
than LeRoy's "how-to-get-in-to-the-depart- Special Libraries Association on the size of
their collections and staffs. Starting out as
ment" book of 1953,"ery
little had been
primarily book libraries, with valuable works
written about studio libraries since 1944,
on art, architecture, history, travel, costume,
when librarian Eleanore E. Wilkins pretty
and biography, they quickly developed what
well summed up what had been written
turned out to be the outstanding feature of
previously in library literature.3 This gap is
their departments-picture collections.
not surprising when one considers the
chaotic years in the motion picture industry
Picture Collections
since its so-called high p o i 2 of production
during World War 11. At that time ten film
Illustrations may be collected in various
research departments were working at full
ways. There are: alphabetical files of clipstrength, aid the number of researchers empings, photographs, pamphlets, photostats,
ployed reached a total of 56.4 By 1963 this
brochures, and so on, there are pictures
number had been reduced to about 32, inmounted on 1 1 x 14 inch cards and filed
Development of Studio Libraries
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alphabetically (the most rapid way of finding, say, "Scarecrows" or "Spirit of '76"
when an art director is breathing down one's
neck!) ; and, most important, there are the
magazine files and indexes specially prepared by researchers to cover pictures of
almost any possible subject not brought out
by Reader's Guide or Art Index-unspectacular things like back yards, basements of
Chinese laundries, or Murphy beds. With
the spread of color prodGction in recent
years, the designation of subjects in color or
black-and-white has become important.
Walt Disney's library is notable for its
collection of Sears, Roebuck catalogs, which
go back to the turn of the century and illustrate so well the trappings of each year,
and for a special file of jokes (from Joe
Miller to Milton Berle).
,, which have 1orevided the bases of comic situations and incidents in thousands of cartoons. Its picture
file is also broken down into s~ecial
cateI
gories for animators, with headings such as
"magic forests," "witches," or "birds in
flight."
While public libraries and other special
libraries may have languished during the
Depression years, the studio collections expanded and staffs grew, particularly at
giant-sized Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer with its
emphasis on historical films ("Barretts of
Wimpole Street" and "A Tale of Two
Cities") and foreign backgrounds ("The
Good Earth." "Marie Antoinette"). All of
these were made in the immediate vicinity
of Culver City, California, so research
played a vital. part in their undeniable
authenticity of locale and period. During
these years, the research departments came to
be known within the industry for their specialization, i.e., Twentieth Century-Fox for
World War I material, M-G-M for social
life and customs of England, and Paramount
for its DeMille period and western spectacles.
Cooperation with Other Libraries

Cooperation between the studio research
departments has always been standard practice and interlibrary loans almost a daily procedure. Not only is it time-saving, but it is
less costly and eliminates unnecessary duplication of research. For example, in prepara-

'

tion for a Universal film like "Spartacus," it
would have been absurd not to take advantage of the many pictorial notebooks made
up at M-G-M for the earlier "Quo Vadis"
and "Julius Caesar," pictures from only a
slightly later period in Roman history and
portraying many identical artifacts of the
time. And more recently, when Alabama
license plates for 1932 and 1933 were
needed for "To Kill a Mockingbird," it was
common research knowledge that M-G-M
had actual samples of all United States
license plates from the mid-20's to date.
Equally as important as this interstudio
assistance is the vast accumulation of resources at Los Angeles Public Library and its
branches. It has always been the first source
for books on particular and possibly obscure
subjects, for questions involving specialized
reference books and directories, and for pictures from its Audio-visual Department,
which often supplement the studio collection. In addition, the college libraries of
University of Southern California and University of California at Los Angeles, the
Huntington Library in San Marino, and the
Los Angeles County Museum are invaluable
local sources; the number of times that they
and the public library have eliminated the
necessity of letters or cables or telephone
calls to New York, Washington, D. C., or
even London, is endless.
Emergence of Television

During the chaotic postwar years in the
movie industry, the studios retrenched to
meet the double challenge of television in the
home and runaway production at the office.
The latter has turned out to be the greater
threat to studio operations, for television has
virtually become the backbone and financial
lifesaver of many a struggling movie lot. But
television producers, even as film producers
before them, have to be convinced of the
worth of a studio research department. Television corporations have this low opinion
of studio libraries mainly because of their
reasoning that authenticity does not matter
too much, or, more importantly, does not
show up on a little screen in the living
room. Yet discrepancies have begun to be
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

pointed out in backgrounds that demand a
certain amount of detail in a clinical or
period setting. A glaring error can be just
as destructive to a television mood as to a
motion picture setting.
There are intentional mistakes that are
part of legal research as a defense against
lawsuits, such as the fictitious telephone
numbers (for which the Pacific Telephone
Company maintains a special motion picture
source in Los Angeles), and fictitious towns,
streets, and street numbers. Complaining
letters have even been received because a
given New York East Side address turned
out to be in the middle of the East River. or
a phone number was that of the studio's
New York offices.
What then is the true role of the motion
picture library in 1963? It would seem with
an increasing world audience that never
before has correct and accurate research had
such an opportunity to be presented to so
many viewers-that
is, authentic reproduction of manners, customs, and actual environments of all periods.
As for the department librarians themselves, they have proven adaptable with the
years to changes taking place in the studio
about them; it speaks well for their breed
that over two-thirds of the present group
have been with their respective studios since
the war years or before: While a calm disposition and a sense of humor, as well as the
essentials of library education and/or background, are considered almost requisites for
this type of librarianship, views as to its
psychic benefits have differed radically
among department heads.
On the brighter side was Frances Richardson of Twentieth Century-Fox: "Not
only is the motion picture world itself
glamorous, but a librarian's work in it is in
some ways ideal. She is constantly delving
into something new and engrossing, and
there is great satisfaction in seeing her work
come to life on the screen."G
A somewhat gloomier appraisal came from
Robert Bruce, one-time M-G-M research
head: "If he can work hard and gladly on a
project that may, more likely than not, die
still-born, if he can do a fine piece of work
without worrying about the final use that
NOVEMBER 1963

Picture and reference files at the W a l t Disney
Library with reference and study area at
right.

may be made of his work, then he is the
ideal worker for a motion picture department."?
Possibly the truth lies somewhere in between. Although the efforts of research do
go almost completely unsung, the departments paradoxically seem to be operating at
their efficient best when they are unnoticed
and it is expected of them.
Researchers have had their moments of
reflected glory though, not the least of
which was in a N e w Yorker cartoon of the
mid-forties by Peter Arno, which holds a
place of honor on many research department walls. It shows a movie set in full
swing, a full-bosomed starlet waving a
Union flag out her window at approaching
Confederate troops. But in front of it all is
a misplaced-looking bespectacled gentleman,
the only one in sight with suit and tie, book
open in his hands as he advises the harassed
director who is yelling into a phone, "Look,
J. B.-it turns out this Frietchie dame was
90 goddam years old!"
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29th FID Conference
ITH EFFECTIVE delegations from CanW a d a , India, Japan, Latin America,
South Africa, Taiwan, and the United States
at the International Federation for Documentation meeting in Stockholm, September
30-October 5 , 1963, the association gives
evidence of becoming a truly international
instead of a European centered organization.
The strong interest of the United States in
the Federation and its acceptance of a broad
and continuing responsibility in cooperative
world-wide documentation programs, are
shown in the leadership of Dr. Burton Adkinson as President and Dr. Karl Heumann
as a Vice-president, as well as by the 1 5
participants from various United States library documentation and scientific interests.
Noticeable in the deliberations was the
demand from all parts of the world for a
reorganization of the structure of FID so
that it can provide more active leadership in
documentation. President Adkinson, for the
first time in the history of FID, called together the chairmen of the various committees in an effort to stimulate cooperation
among the committees and to provide guidance in democratic and svstematized handling of the committee activities.
The studv Committee on Classification Research considered two new classification
schemes in addition to making a searching
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analysis of the U.D.C. The Training of Documentalists Committee, with leadership from
Poland, had representatives from most of the
countries. A world survey of training activities and plans for its publication were developed and approved by the group. Cooperation is also underway between this
committee and UNESCO in-the develo~ment
of preliminary course outlines and study
manuals for students and teachers.
The Committee on Mechanized Storage
and Retrieval attracted the largest group of
attendees. Its attention appears to be directed
toward world censuses of activities.
The committees designed t o up-date and
improve the various segments of the U.D.C.
were active during the week.
During the past decade FID members
throughout the world have increasingly
called for a stronger international documentation group, and it is evident that FID can
be shaped to meet present-day needs.
The World Congress to be sponsored by
the U. S. National Committee on FID,
scheduled for Washington in October 1965,
was discussed by the United States members
of the Congress Planning Committee.
FOSTERE. MOHRHARDT,
Director
National Agricultural Library
Washington, D. C.
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Remarks and Observations on the
ClOS Xlll International Management Congress
CHARLOTTE GEORGI, Librarian
Graduate School of Business Administration, University of California, Los Angeles

International Management
B
Congress, which convened at the New
York Hilton September 16-20, was a truly
EINC AT THE

exhilarating exierience. T o quote the lead
sentence of the September 30 Newsweek,
page 72, " 'It's like being in a library of
world business.' said an executive from a
small African nation, 'and you don't even
have to do the reading.' " (For other reports
of the Congress, see Time, September 27,
page 7 9 , and Busiwss Week, September 21,
page 114, and September 28, page 102.)
However, for those of the 3,700 delegates
who did want to read, and a great many
obviously did, SLA provided a Management
Library of business books, magazines, and
newspapers, including those cited in the SLA

Bibliography No. 5, The Literature of Exeurive Management, copies of which were
glven to full registrants of the Congress.
This work, compiled and published specifically for the Congress, was edited by Charlotte
Georyi, Librarian, Graduate School of Business Administration, University of California, Los Angeles, with the assistance of
Eleanor B. Allen, Librarian of the Lippincott Library, Wharton School of Finance and
Commerce, University of Pennsylvania;
Loraa M. Daniells, Reference Department of
the Baker Library, Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration ;
Esther S. Kalis, Manager, Main L i b r ~ r yof the
General Electric Company, Schenectady ; Audree Malkin, Acquisitions Librarian, UCLA

A view of a portion of the Management Library, which contained basic reference sources
and current published materials of interest to executives. Standard Wood Products
Corp. provided the shelving, magazine rack, file drawers, card catalog, desk, tables,
and chairs, while Taylor-Carlisle Book Store and several publishers supplied the books
and published services.
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Mrs. Elizabeth J. Gibson telephones a colleague to obtain the answer to an inquiry
from a Congr.essdelegate from Japan.

Graduate School of Business Administration ;
Sarah R . Margolis, Foreign Languages Bibliographer, UCLA Graduate School of Business
Administration ; Marioz M . Smith, Director,
Jackson Library, Stanford University Graduate School of Business; and Willzam R .
Woods, Serials Librarian, UCLA Graduate
School of Business Administration.
Mrs. Elizabeth J . Gibso~zof Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Lee Traven of Socony
Mobil Oil, Inc., Engineering Library, Mildred Breaztzell of Standard and Poor's Corporation, Amze Mefzdel of Chase Manhattan
Bank, and Virginia S m p h of the American
Petroleum Institute, did a fine job of setting
up this Library and arranging the staffing
of it from 8 : 3 0 a.m. to 6 p.m. each busy
Congress day. Members of the New York,
New Jersey, and Connecticut Valley Chapters
gave their time to this demanding yet tremendously satisfying work. Thanks are herewith extended to the following SLA
members for their generous contribution to
international library goodwill!
N E WJERSEYCHAPTER:Loretta Kiersky, Air
Reduction Company; Robert Krupp, Bell
Telephone Labs., Inc.
N E W YORK CHAPTER:Ruth Abbadessa,
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. ;
Muviel Barnes, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.;
Mrs. Joalz Camzing, Union Carbide, Business
Library; George Coe, Socony Mobil Oil
Company, Inc., Engineering Library; Rosemary Demurest, Price Waterhouse & Co.;
William Dowtzej, Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc.; Mrs. Edith Finch, American Gas
Association; Mrs. Margaret H . Fuller, Amer-

ican Iron and Steel Institute; Agnes Galbalz,
American Iron and Steel Institute; Therese
Gallaghel; National Association of Manufacturers ; Virginia Hojt, Benton & Bowles ;
James Humphrey ZII, Metropolitan Museum
of Art; Elemor Irwitz, Union Club ; Agfzete
Kathernzan, International Business Machines
Corporation, Business Reference Library,
CHQ; J ~ l d ~Lt dh t ~ h ,Socony Mobil Oil Company, Engineering Library; Mary E. Long.
Benton & Bowles; Charlotte Madison,
Compton Advertising; Mrs. Eileen Manion,
Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc.; Marioz
Minard, Shell Oil Company; Marilyn Mode m , American Association of Advertising
Agencies; M u . Carol Nenzeyel; McGrawHill Publishing Company, Inc. ; Jearl Peters,
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. ;
Catherine Rowlej, McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company, Inc.; Jane Srhujler; National Association of Manufacturers; Louise Stoops,
United States Steel Corporation; B a r b a ~
Thompsotz, American Iron and Steel Institute; Florence Turnbull, Sperry Gyroscope
Company, Division of Sperry Rand Corporation ; and Mrs. Elizabeth Usher; Metropolitan Museum of Art.
CONNECTICUTVALLEYCHAPTER:Marimz
Lerhner, Connecticut General Life Insurance
Co. ; Mrs. Muvie Richardson, Combustion
Engineering, Inc.; and Mrs. Mary Lee T s u f /is, Hamilton Standard, Division of United
Aircraft Corporation.
Patrons of the Library could order personal copies of books shipped to their home
addresses on postcard forms supplied by a
New York book dealer. It seemed to me that

The Friden Flexowriter can prepare controls
for a variety of technical literature.
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the Tavlor-Carlisle's Book Store must have
done a record business that week!
Questions asked of the librarians by delegates were many and varied. The thirst for
library knowledge was overwhelmingly evident. People from all over the world-Africans, British, Japanese, Italians, Indians,
Germans, ~rench,-etc.,etc., and et al.--came
in to browse through the books, journals,
and newspapers and to pick up reprints and
other items, such as the annotated Bibliography on the Docmme?2t&on, Disseminatio7z
nttd Retrieval of I~formation,again prepared
especially for the Congress by Jeanette Sledge
of McKinsey & Company, Dorothea Rice of
American Metal Climax, Robert Krupp of
Bell Telephone Laboratories, and Deborah
Neima?~of McKinsey & Company. This is a
selection of recent articles and papers covering
- both manual and mechanized systems.
Among the treasured memories of this reporter is that of a Japanese gentleman who
came into the Library. H e asked many questions, finally inquiring of our elegant fashion
model Librarian Liz Gibson, "You are American housewife?" Liz, more self-possessed
than this convulsed eavesdromer., looked imperiously down her aristocratic nose and
made this classic reply, "My dear Sir, I am
not an American housewife. I am a librarian !" Needless to say, the completely charmed
Japanese visitor was a constant patron of the
Library for the rest of the Congress-especially when Liz was around.
Supplementing the Management Library
and occupying the rest of the 4,100 square
feet allotted to SLA for the Management
Information Center, was an exhibit arranged
L A
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The exhibit of Bell & Howell's Microphoto
Division's microfiche applications.
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The demonstration of the MIRACODE retrieval system used a t the Union Carbide
Nuclear Company in O a k Ridge, Tennessee.

by Jeanette Sledge of McKinsey & Company.
This included demonstrations, on a wide variety of information processing equipment,
of systems and techniques in use by some
of the leading United States companies for
the documentation, dissemination, and retrieval of information.
These demonstrations included :
1. The MIRACODE system in use at the
Union Carbide Nuclear Company in its Research Materials Information Center at Oak
Ridge was demonstrated and explained by
the Recordak Corporation, assisted by a representative of the Research Materials Information Center.
2. IBM's document writer, the 870, demonstrated systems based on those of Monsanto
Chemical Company, IBM Data Systems Division, Kingston, and other companies, and illustrated the use of an initial machineable
record to provide the input for the preparation of the total accounting, cataloging, and
indexing records. Representatives from IBM
libraries assisted in answering questions
about these systems.
3. A member of the Research & Development Division's Technical Information staff
at American Machine and Foundry Company in Springdale, Connecticut, demonstrated that company's use of the Jonker
Business Machines Termatrex system for the
storage and retrieval of technical information.
4. A system for the control and retrieval of
technical information carried in internal reports, memorandums, correspondence, and

The session on "Information Storage and Retrieval for Management"
featured co-chairmen Richard B. Hodges, speaker Bart E. Holm, Chairman, Katharine L. Kinder, and speaker J. F. Manning.

Chairman of
SLA's
International
Management
Congress
Committee

ing Company, Linden, New Jersey, was demonstrated on Friden Flexowriter equipment.
5. Applications of Xerography and microfilm for information processing, dissemination, and retrieval were demonstrated by the
Xerox Corporation.
6. Demonstrating the microfiche application
used by the Thomas Register Company was
Bell & Howell's Microphoto Division.
7. Widescan facsimile communications systems in use by two companies were shown by
Alden Electronics: the Philip Morris, Inc.
system, which transmits both high priority
management data and all other messages required for coordination, command, and control, and the General Dynamics Corporation's
system, which transmits technical and engineering data. The largest volume facsimile
networks in the world, which are operated
by the U.S. Weather Bureau, was described
and illustrated.
8. The National Science Foundation provided a large display explaining mechanized
information systems, and on exhibit also
were charts illustrating information retrieval
systems in use by other organizations.

ed SLA contribution
to the Congress program was made by Katharine L. Kinder, former SLA President and
Chief Librarian, Johns-Manville Research
Center, who was one of only two women
among the chairmen of the 5 2 symposia
scheduled.
Her gracious and intelligent conduct of
the panel on "Information Storage and Retrieval for Management" was a pleasure to
witness. Bart E. Holm, Manager of Information Systems Consultation, Engineering Sewice Division, E. I. duPont de Nemours and
Company, discussed "Techniques and Equipment to Handle the Expanding Information
Flow." J. F. Manning, Information Storage
and Retrieval Manager, General Products Division, IBM, spoke on "Relating Information
Research and Development to Your Company's Needs."
Complete sets of the Congress papers will
be published in due course. For information,
write to the Council for International Progress in Management, 247 Park Avenue, New
York 17.
All in all, it is the considered judgment of
this highly prejudiced reporter that the Spe-

A delegate from Ghana
learns

about

fascimile

transmission of data a t the
Alden Electronic and Im~ u l s eRecording Equipment
Co., Inc. demonstrations.
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Some of the more than 40 SLA members who helped make SLA's participation in the
International Management Congress a success: (standing) Katharine L. Kinder, Jeanette
Sledge, Robert W. Gibson, Jr., Virginia Smyth, Mary E. Long, Louise Stoops; (seated)
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Gibson and Charlotte Georgi.

cia1 Libraries Association may well be proud
of its contribution to this XI11 CIOS International Management Congress, organized by
the Council for International Progress, of
which SLA is a class A member. lanet Bogardus, Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
was chairman and coordinator of the total
SLA effort, and is to be commended for her
expected excellence in completing this demanding assignment so efficiently, effectively,
and competently. Members of her Committee
who helped develop plans during the past

year and were responsible for specific areas
and activities were: Chadotte Georgi. Graduate School of Business Administration, University of California, Los Angeles; Mrs.
Elizabeth /. G i b ~ o n ,Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith; Esther S. Kalis. General
Electric Company; Katharine L. Kinder;
Johns-Manville Research Center; Chester M.
Lewis, New York Times; Jeanette Sledge,
McKinsey & Company; Virginia M. Smyth,
American Petroleum Institute; and Lee W.
Traven, Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc.

Aslib Meeting in Scotland
3 7 A N~N U~A L Conference of Aslib
was held in the "bracing" air of Scotland
at St. Andrews University, September 24-26,
1963. The meeting opened on Tuesday
morning with a talk given by B. C. Brookes,
Senior Lecturer in Presentation of Technical
Information, University College, London, on
"Communicating Research Results." H e analyzed and discussed ways and means of
communicating research, including the fallacies of present day methods.
Tuesday afternoon Dr. H. Coblans, Head
of the Scientific Information Service CERN
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(European Organization for Nuclear Research) spoke on "The structure of National
Documentation and Library Services." H e
felt that every piece of paper should not be
accepted but that discrimination should be
used in what is entered into the information
system.
Later that afternoon an historical talk
about the town and University of St. Andrews was given by R. G. Cant, Reader in
Scottish History at the University. O n Tuesday evening, Dr. Magnus Pyke, Manager,
The Distillers Company, Limited, Glenochil
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Research Station, gave a satirical talk on
"Science, Non-Science and Printing."
On Wednesday morning Jack Mills, Deputy Director, Aslib Cranfield Research Project, discussed "Information Retrieval, a Revolt against Conventional Systems?" His
feeling was that computers were still a long
way from being practical for use in libraries
and that retrieval would depend for a long
time in the future upon manual search
methods.
On Wednesday afternoon excursions were
taken to various points of interest in the
area, and in the evening a demonstration of
Scottish folk dancing followed by general
dancing was held.
Thursday morning's session was devoted
to a talk by C. W. Hanson, Head of the
Aslib Research Department, on "Research on
Users' Needs; Where Is I t Getting Us?" H e
reviewed a series of studies done on scientists' reading habits and information retrieval
methods. H e felt that libraries are not usually

accepted as the primary source of help and
that it will be a long time before libraries are
used to the fullest.
The conference closed with a talk by B. C.
Vickery, Deputy Director, National Lending
Library for Science and Technology, on "The
Present State of Research and Investigation
into Information Communication Problems."
H e indicated that the Lending Library
should be a fertile source for information
about users' habits.
It was most gratifying to be able to meet
with some of my 300 United Kingdom colleagues to discuss common problems and to
enjoy their hospitality. A five-times-a-day
meal schedule and a room in the University
residence hall increased the sense of participation in a different type of conference than
we are accustomed to in our SLA meetings.
MARGARET
A. FIRTH,Librarian
United Shoe Machinery Corporation
Research Division Library
Beverly, Massachusetts

29th Session of IFLA Council
the iron'curtain" for the
first time is
experience the wary
G
traveler still views with a bit of uneasy anticiOING "BEHIND

an

pation. The reception at the Sofia Airport
dispelled that notion immediately. There, on
a Sunday afternoon, September 1, Mr. V.
Popov of the "Vassail Kolarov" National
~ i b r a and
r ~ his staff were waiting, with private cars of their friends, to whisk us off to
our hotels. This reception, by the way, was
typical of the hospitality extended to us during our entire stay in Bulgaria; it was lavish
as well as cordial, and much sincere interest
was shown by top government officials in the
proceedings of the IFLA meeting.
The 29th Council Session of IFLA (my
third one)-attended
by 32 delegates and
1 2 6 observers-began
on Monday morning,
September 2, with a welcoming speech by
the President of the Sofia Committee for
Culture and Arts, former Ambassador to the
United States, Dr. Peter Voutov, who discussed the creation and history of Cyrillic
script in Bulgaria as exemplifying the fact

that "all peoples are called upon to make
their contributions to culture." H e was followed by the Deputy State Librarian, who
talked about the complete destruction of the
National Library during the Second World
War and its reconstruction thereafter. The
outgoing President of IFLA, Dr. G. Hofmann of the Bavarian State Librarv at Munich, reviewed the organizational set-up of
IFLA in the past and the plans for its reorganization. H e stressed that "IFLA exists by
personalities representing the various associations rather than by those associations" and
made it clear that o d v consistent attendance
of association representatives, gradually and
thoroughly familiarizing themselves with the
work of IFLA, can be of value to the organization
itself as well as to its members.
From the subsequent report of the Secretary,
the importance of IFLA as the one international organization accenting the unity of the
profession became evident. (That, in my
opinion, is the essential difference between
FID and IFLA, and the one cogent reason
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

why we, as librarians-no matter how "special"-must
adhere to, and be active in,
IFLA.)
During the afternoon I participated in a
session of the Committee of Statistics, where
the topic was the familiar one of the standardization of library statistics; it is hoped
that this will be achieved shortly by IFLA,
in cooperation with UNESCO.
The following two days (September 3 and
4) were given over entirely to meetings of
the Sections and Committees. (Sections represent the types of libraries; Committees
represent library functions.) The Periodicals
and Serials Committee concerned itself with
a projected bibliography of national bibliographies of periodicals and serials and, particularly, with the highly elusive publications
of congresses; the creation of an information
center on congresses was demanded. A suggestion to the effect that abstracts in English,
French, German, and Russian accompany all
articles written in anv of the less known
languages, met with general approval.
The Committee on the Exchange of Publications advocated the creation €; national
exchange centers to facilitate international
exchanges and to achieve greater efficiency.
It deplored the present deficiencies in exchange procedures, which "cause great technical, economic, and political losses."
The Committee on Professional Education,
which had been gathering data during the
preceding year, decided to continue that activity; in 1964, the entire material collected
is to be submitted to a group of experts for
comparative evaluation and an exchange of
views. This should prove to be most interesting.
On September 4, an afternoon meeting
was arranged (with 24 hours' notice!) in
which a decision was to be made regarding
the formation of a new Section of Special
Libraries. Ten persons attended the meeting
(held in French), and there was unanimity
regarding the need for the creation of such a
section-now. I t was stated-not by one, but
by several of those in attendance-that FID's
stress on the technical aspects of library work
made it particularly desirable to have a
strong and active group interested in professionalism and the philosophy of special liNOVEMBER 1963

brary service. ( I hardly dare report that one
heretic uttered the blasphemous opinion that
FID should really be a section of IFLA.)
Several of those in attendance voiced the
need for a definition of the concept of "special library"-ill defined here, and but rarely
used in Europe and Latin America. The stimulation of direct exchanges between libraries
covering identical--or rather corresponding
-fields of interest (e.g. Library of the U. S.
Bureau of the Census and of the Polish
Statistics Department Library) was another
point participants wanted to see on the
agenda of next year's meeting.
Your representative was named Organizing Chairman of the Section, the creation of
which-as well as of a new Section of International Libraries-was approved by the Executive Board on the following day. In my
task of organizing the Section, I shall be assisted by Mrs. G. Dupret, Chief Curator,
Museum of Natural History, Paris, and by
Mrs. I. Morsztyukiewicz, Director, Statistics
Department Library, Warsaw.
On the last day of meetings, September 5 ,
the reports of the member organizations-including SLA-were submitted to the Council. The meeting concluded with the introduction into office of the new President
(elected for three years), Sir Frank Francis,
Director and Principal Librarian of the British Museum. Friday, September 6 , was reserved for visits to the numerous libraries in
Sofia and to excursions.
It was of particular interest that the
United States and the Russian delegations
had an opportunity to meet and talk, even
though the Russians were hampered by the
absence of their leader, due to a severe illness. Jack Dalton, Dean of Columbia School
of Library Service, was the speaker for the
American group.
An agreement was reached to the effect
that, immediately before the IFLA Conference of 1964, informative discussions (to be
prepared by the exchange of advance papers
and reports) were to take place at Rome
between Russians and Americans on the following topics: I ) effectiveness of machine
methods in library work; 2) services of public libraries and stimulation of reader interest; and 3 ) education for librarianship.

A short comment might not be amiss as
to the significance of the creation of the new
Section of Special Libraries in IFLA. It
means the first true international recognition
of special libraries as a library type with its
own aims, requirements, and policies. It
means that the special library movement has,
at last, gained a foothold in the international
field. It cannot afford to abandon this foothold but must strengthen it in every possible
way. The most important foreign organization in our field, Aslib, is not a member of
the Section at this time. Talks should be

started with Aslib to obtain its support and
active participation. In Germany an interested group is working on the founding of
an organization in our field of work, but, in
many other countries, the very concept of
"special library" is not commonly used or is
altogether unknown. consequently, much educational work remains to be done. It is indispensable that the Association throw its
entire weight and support behind the new
Section.
DR. KARLA. BAER
SLA Representative to IFLA

NATO Advanced Study Institute on
Automatic Document Analysis
T

H E BUILDINGS of the Fondazione Giorgio
Cini on the island of San Giorgio Maggiore, Venice, provided an exotic setting for
the NATO Advanced Study Institute on Automatic Document Analysis, July 7-20, 1963.
Approximately 80 participants from 11
countries attended the sessions, which consisted of both formal lectures and seminars.
"Automatic document analysis," as it applies to information storage and retrieval systems, involves the programming of a machine to work on natural language text for
the purpose of extracting or assigning index
terms or for the extraction of sentences to
form an abstract. The scope of the Institute
was rather wider than this, however, since
it included discussion on automatic retrieval
programs on text processed manually and
also some discussion on methods of manual
document analysis.
Calvin Mooers delivered a series of lectures on conventional methods of document
analysis, claiming that the best human methods should be used as a model in the development of automatic analysis.
The lecture co-ordinator, Professor J. C.
Gardin, in presenting an over-all picture of
the state of the art of automatic document
analysis, distinguished two schools of
thought on the subject. The proponents of
one school are concerned with a study of
human processes involved in indexing and
attempt to simulate these processes mechan-

ically. Using logical and/or linguistic analysis, these investigators seek to achieve mechanically a structured representation of
textual content. Advocates of the second approach to automatic document analysis, on
the other hand, maintain that an index compression of a document collection does not
require syntax (structure). These workers
are not interested in simulating human processes but only in the attainment of a satisfactory end-product. Their methods are
mainly statistical, based on occurrences and
co-occurrences of keywords or descriptors.
Gardin's awn significant contribution to
this field, SYNTOL,was described in a seminar by M. Coyaud. SYNTOL is a set of
logicolinguistic rules for expressing and retrieving subject matter. Work is at present
in progress on the derivation of algorithms
for the automatic translation of text into
SYNTOL.The lectures of Lydia Hirschberg
(Universit6 Libre de Bruxelles) and A. Leroy (EURATOM)were concerned with linguistic transformations and were also, therefore, contributions to the "structured"
approach to document analysis. R. F. Barnes
described the work of Itek Corporation in
the development of a formal language for
representing the factual content of publications, based on graph theory and functional
logic. By this technique, natural language
data may be represented as graph-like structures capable of machine manipulation.
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The statistical approach to document analysis was covered in the lectures of Don
Swanson (University of Chicago) and Roger
Needham (Cambridge Language Research
Unit), and examples of this approach were
przsented in seminars by Vincent Giuliano
(Arthur D . Little Inc.), Gerard Salton
(Harvard University), and Mary Stevens
(National Bureau of Standards). Swanson
summarized his own experiments, at Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, on machine extraction and assignment of index tags, and Giuli;mo outlined his investigations on associative
information retrieval.
Needham dealt with the automatic classification of both documents and index terms.
One process is the converse of the other:
the first groups or classifies documents according to the terms they contain, i.e., on
the basis of index term similarity; the second
groups terms into classes or clumps according
to the documents that contained them. H e
described methods used at CLRU for the
isolation of clumps by means of the vector
analysis of a term resemblance matrix reflecting the co-occurrence of the terms in a
document collection.
Mary Stevens gave very preliminary results

of an experiment known as SADSACT (Self
Assigned Descriptors from Self and Cited
Titles), which involved machine assignment
of descriptors on the basis of words occurring in the titles of documents and in the
titles cited by these documents. In the investigations described by Salton, a comparison was made between document similarity
coefficients established on the basis of index
term similarity and citation similarity.
The Institute was most valuable in bringing together, for cross-fertilization, the experiences of a heterogeneous collection of
individuals: research workers in documentation, linguistics, mechanical translation, and
dpplied mathematics; computer analysts; systems designers; and even a handful of librarians! The formal sessions were somewhat
disappointing in that they disclosed little that
was really new to anyone who had kept u p
with published and semi-published literature
in the field. They served, however, the useful
purpose of providing a fairly comprehensive
survey of what has so far been achieved in
the field of automatic document analysis.

F. W .

LANCASTER,

Cranfield Project
Aslib, London

Research: A Goal, A Committee, A Conference
Goal

One of the goals of Special Libraries Association is that by 1970 an actual research
program must have been set in motion. The
Association's Board of Directors, in approving the goals in February 1963, acknowledged several important areas of needed research, and among them is the evaluation of
possible choices in techniques of organizing
and disseminating information. Additionally,
needs of the individual research worker and
the manner in which he can use information
most effectively was pinpointed for study.
When studying and formulating goals for
recommendation, the Goals Commmittee, under the Chairmanship of Winifred Sewell,
placed responsibility for initiating such programs largely with Divisions, Sections, and
Committees and assigned to Chapters research and experimentation in various cooperative efforts.
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Recently the Association has, through its
own efforts and in cooperation with other
groups, studied personnel practices in special
libraries, translation activities in nongovernmental institutions, standards for special libraries, statistical definitions, performance
standards for library binding, and other pertinent matters. N o coordinated research program, though, is in existence.
Committee

During the summer President Mrs. Mildred H. Brode appointed a Committee to
consider and recommend what first steps the
Association should take to implement the
Goals statement. The first meeting of this
Committee was held on September 13 in
Cleveland. The Chairman is Dr. Paul Wasserman, Librarian and Professor, Graduate
School of Business and Public Administration, Co~rnellUniversity, and currently at the

Western Reserve University School of Library Science; other members are: Mrs. Marjorie R. Hyslop, Technical and Operations
Manager, American Society for Metals Documentation Service; Dr. Anthony T. Kruzas,
Assistant Professor of Library Science, University of Michigan; Rose L. Vormelker, retired Library Director, Forest City Publishing
Company, and currently Lecturer at Kent
State University, Department of Library Science; and Bill M. Woods, Executive Director, Special Libraries Association. The
Committee will report at the February 1964
Mid-Winter Meeting of the Board of Directors.
Conference

Preceding the recent Committee meeting
the Executive Director represented the Association at a Conference on Research Methods in Librarianship, sponsored by the Library Research Center of the University of
Illinois Graduate School of Library Science.
The Conference was held September 8-11 in
the quiet, rural setting of Allerton House
near Monticello, Illinois.
The opening session discussed published
(and unpublished) resources for research ; the
final session completed the cycle and considered the publication of the results of research. In between, the topics were varied.
Too frequently the papers on methodology,
for instance historical and bibliographical,
were personal and rambling, while the one
on statistics was a status summary. Columbia's Dr. Maurice Tauber's paper on library
surveys evoked from the participants the
question, "Are surveys respectable research?"
and the larger question, "What is library
research?" Here, unfortunately, as on other
occasions, there was too little time for the
kind of discussion this registrant enjoys because we recessed for coffee!
All together there was little guidance from
the speaker on the use of computers and
punched cards (computers don't cost anything to use, that is, if you have access to a
subsidized university operation, but everyone
knew better). Later all benefited from the
straightforward paper on weaknesses in research proposals based on the experiences of
Gerald Smith of the U. S. Office of Educa-

tion's Cooperative Research Branch, a supporting agency. On the other hand, no one
could follow the session on experimental design in research.
Two papers reported on the methods and
conclusions of library research. They were
delivered by Dr. Mary Gaver, Rutgers, on
effectiveness of school libraries, and Dr. Patricia Knapp, Wayne State, on the Monteith
Pilot Project.
The Conference's purpose, to provide the
background for discussion of research methodology as it applies to problems in the
library field, probably was not fully achieved.
Perhaps it was due to the heterogeneity of
the registrants and their interests (24 library
educators, 12 university and six college librarians, nine public and five state librarians,
eight from the federal government and library associations, and three special librarians
[three more might have been so classified]).
There seemed to be confusion as to the scope
and level of some papers. The lack of sufficient time for discussion was all too apparent
-there was a schedule to keep and coffee to
drink.
The University proposes to correct deficiencies in subsequent conferences, which I
hope they will plan.
BILLM. WOODS,Executive Director
Special Libraries Association

Military Librarians' Workshop

"Procurement and Retrieval-Meeting
the
Challenge" was the theme of the Seventh
Military Librarians' Workshop held at the
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak,
Silver Spring, Maryland, October 2-4. Government mechanized information retrieval
systems were discussed by Peppino Vlannes,
Deputy Chief, Scientific and Technical Information Division, Army Research Office,
Office of Chief of Research and Development. Walter M. Carlson, Director of Technical Information, Department of Defense,
who was banquet speaker, challenged the
140 registrants to plan for the future. The
Eighth Workshop is planned for the fall of
1964 at the U.S. Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Planning the New Library:
The Research Library, Sprague Electric Company
BETTE GARGAL, Librarian, Research Center, Sprague Electric Company
North Adams, Massachusetts

of the Sprague Research Library reflects the typical rise of any small
technical librarv in an electronics firm whose
research efforts have mushroomed severalfold
in the last decade. From an area of 800
square feet, furniture consisting of a great,
oaken, baronial dining table seating, uncomfortably, eight readers, makeshift shelving
from laboratory cabinets, and a collection of
2,000 volumes of hand-me-down texts, dictionaries, handbooks, and other reference
material, we have graduated into 3,200
square feet of elaborate quarters in the company's new Research Center with facilities
including
- 8,000 volumes, 200 periodicals,
and seating arrangements for 30 readers to
serve a technical staff of nearly 400.
The Sprague Electric Company, manufacturer of electronic components (capacitors,
resistors, transistors, printed circuits, subassemblies and microminiature units) added a
Research Center to its 2 6 manufacturing facilities to enlarge its research into new product areas as well as to continue its developmental work on materials for its established
lines. Although theoretically available to any
of the 8,000 employees, the research library
serves primarily the laboratories in the Center and the engineering laboratories, which
are located in close proximity to the new
building.

T

HE GROWTH

Our problems in developing the library
were really minimal because if one is given a
new building and its accompanying luxuries
-air-conditioning, acoustical ceiling tile, recessed fluorescent lights, new furniture and,
most important, enough room for expansion
in future years-me's difficulties are indeed
less complex than those encountered in attempting to redo existing facilities.
We were given a most desirable location
in the Center, which was designed by Anderson, Nichols, in Boston, Massachusettsone-half of the administrative wing, a onestory structure lying perpendicular to the laboratories proper. Our east and west walls are
mostly windows, thus giving a sunny and
bright library both morning and afternoon,
yet there is enough of an overhang on the
building to eliminate any real glare. In addition, we purchased, as light screens, thin,
beige, saran draperies, which blend well with
the birch-panelled north walls, the sand brick
wall on the south side, and the terracotta
Armstrong tile. (Incidentally, we applauded
our architect and his choice of vinyl tile in
preference to a cork-base floor. Our experience has been that, while browsing in a
store, our heels had sunk, in the course of
a quarter of an hour, well into its cork floor.
W e hoped that the two, small, neat holes we
had left behind had gone unobserved.)

Current

periodical

shelves and new book
display are in a cheerful,
airy corner.
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Floor plan of the Research Library of Sprague Electric Co. Scale is one inch equals five feet.
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Partial view of southern section of the library. Vinyl floor, black lounge chairs, wood
end-paneled stacks, air conditioning, soft indirect lighting, and the placement of stacks,
tables, and card catalog contribute to the comfort and convenience of the user.

With such Yery neutral colors on walls
and floor, any color arrangement would be
possible. W e selected a fruitwood that was
somewhat darker than the birch walls for
the tables and carrels. (All our furniture is
Remington-Rand Designer Line.) To alleviate the monochromatic beige-brown decor,
we chose bold tangerine chairs throughout,
except for black lounge chairs. W e had considered the possibility of having multi-colored chairs, but, as one of our vice-presidents
wisely pointed out, the effect would have
been too "tutti-frutti." The small bit of wall
beneath the windows had been painted blue;
to carry this color along, we ordered blue
steel shelving (again Remington-Rand) and,
to add to the feeling of warmth created by
the birch walls, the ends were panelled in
f ruitwood.
In planning the layout, we attempted to
achieve two things: we wanted to offer maximum privacy to readers, and we wanted to
avoid, as much as possible, the effect of rows
of wooden soldiers. Too often the one-room
library aligns all stacks against one wall and
all tables and chairs near the other. Accordingly, with the help of our Remington-Rand
specialist and our management consultants,
we created alcoves by abutting double-faced
NOVEMBER 1963

shelving against the brick wall for bound
periodicals, and then lining the remainder
of the wall with flush shelving for abstracts.
A microfilm reader separates these sections.
Steel study carrels (blue with black Formica
tops) were built into the abstract shelving
for the convenience of the literature searchers. Facing this arrangement and standing
perpendicular to the east windows is doublefaced shelving, which houses the textbook
collection. Our periodical cases-tilted
shelves with storage space beneath-run
along the wall closest to the entrance and
continue along the shelving facing the west
windows. The logical choice for the fruitwood carrels seemed to be along the west
wall, which is farthest from the noisy traffic
of the entrance. W e selected a low type of
carrel so that the tops would not be higher
than the window ledges.
Tables and chairs (only two chairs to
each table per popular request) are placed
so that each type of reading facility has
adequate seating arrangements: lounge chairs
near the periodical cases and new book display; rectangular tables close to the bound
periodicals and reference works; and a
couple of chairs tucked in corners for the
convenience of those people who are found

leaning against a stack for a half hour or
more. All furniture is free-standing
- for maximum flexibility in future rearrangements.
One of the questions most frequently
asked following our move was, "When did
you get all these books ?" In our old cramped
quarters with volumes spilling over every
shelf-some even stacked high on tablesthe usefulness of our collection was not evident. W e had well over 2,000 books in
circulation and bore no grudge when certain
laboratories lifted whole sections for use on
individual desks. Indeed, it was very obvious
from the beginning that the area originally
allotted would never give us enough room;
hence. when a full-cellar excavation was contemplated beneath the library, we requested
and were granted this space.
The library area in the basement has now
been called many things-the
wine cellar,
the lower depths-all
because of a rather
steep flight of stairs descending to this location. W e had hoped to have some interesting
spiral construction connecting these two levels but were informed that such an arrangement might be against state law. Actually,
this lower level, albeit windowless, with its
lemon-yellow walls, white ceiling, greyishwhite tile, and abundance of fluorescent
lighting, is even brighter than the study areas
upstairs. W e also stacked periodical boxes
sideways so that the covers of the unbound
periodicals would provide decorative splashes
of color against the darkish oak of the peri-

Fruitwood

carrels

Carrels are conveniently built into shelves
holding abstracts. The shelving is blue with
black Formica tops for the carrels.

odical cases. This, our future expansion area,
houses material of an ephemeral nature-unbound periodicals, old editions, and less frequently used reference sets-as well as vertical file drawers. It provides, too, a very
private study room for the researcher who
may want to spread papers out for a few
days, rehearse a speech, or simply to mumble
aloud. A movable wall has been erected
temporarily across one-half this space so that
the area will not look quite like a dance floor.
The furniture is that from the old library:
light birch chairs, tables and card catalog,
and grey shelving and file cabinets.
Contrary to the good advice of friends, we
called back d l books prior to the move. Although this endeavor was time-consuming,
it helped considerably in planning, enabled

are

placed farthest from area
of most trafic. Current
periodicals are a t left.
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us to weed more judiciously, and permitted
us to do considerable face-lifting on the
shabbier volumes. In weeding, we packed off
many old editions and duplicates to subsidiary libraries, which we had set up in
branch plants. Library service was not curtailed, although we did stop circulation of
books during the last week. A few days before the move, the new shelving was erected,
books were measured, and shelves adjusted
for oversized volumes and numbered appropriately. On a Saturday morning the maintenance department wheeled in some ingenious, custom-built vehicles, which were capable of transferring several cases of books at
one time. The move was effected in one day
without incident-except
for a few books
placed upside down, a few series running
from left to right, and, because of a small
miscalculation on our part and someone's
herculean effort, one set of volumes rammed
so tightly into the shelf that the color rubbed
off the tops of the bindings.
The immediate effect of our comfortable
quarters has been, of course, a large increase
in activities. Library attendance has multiplied; reference work has doubled ; even the

establishment of branch libraries in outlying
plants has stepped up our own work load.
M e now staff the charging desk during lunch
hour and remain open one extra hour in the
afternoon for the convenience of employees
in other locations. W e also handle book and
subscription orders for the entire company
and maintain records of the collections in
other departments. T o accommodate all requests, having had no increase in staff as yet,
we eliminated the photostat machine from
the library when it appeared that too great
a percentage of time was spent simply in
making copies. Instead, photostat requests
are sent to a central duplicating department,
which gives us excellent service and better
copies.
In the best of situations there are always
complaints, and ours is that we do not have
convenient workroom facilities. Although a
workroom had been included in the original
plans, we were obliged to relinquish this
space because of organizational changes.
Hopefully, this is but a temporary arrangement, and we can look forward to an additional room and staff in the future.
A l l photographs courtesy o f Sprague Electric C o m e a n y .

VITAL STATISTICS FOR THE RESEARCH LIBRARY, SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY
3,200 (800 not currently in use)
Total square foot area
Staff
Professional
1
Nonprofessional
1
Employees served at location
3,500
All branch plants
Services extend,ed to other areas
80
Average number of users per day (including telephone)
8,000
Volumes (books and bound periodicals as of August 29, 1963)
Current periodical subscriptions
200
60
Vertical file draw.ers
October 1 1, 1962
Date of completion
Planned by librarians, management consultants, and Remington-Rand specialist
Special facilities or equipment: microfilm reader

Microfilming of Samoan Documents

A student, W . Stewart Dawson, and a portable microfilm camera will reproduce the
archival documents in American and Western Samoa and add them to the Hawaiian
and Pacific collections of the Gregg M.
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Sinclair Library at the University of Hawaii.
Government archives in American Samoa
will be available to scholars for the first
time. In Western Samoa Mr. Dawson will
film newspapers and other documents.
593

World's Fair American Reference Center

Special Libraries Association and the American Documentation Institute are cooperating
with the American Library Association in
planning an American Reference Center for
the U. S. Pavilion at the 1964-65 New York
World's Fair. The Reference Center will demonstrate to the public an actual functioning
library staffed with professional librarians
who will deal with references and information concerning the theme of the U. S. Pavilion, "Challenge to Greatness : AmericaIts Land, History, People, and Horizons."
The Center will be on the first level of the
two-level Pavilion along with an auditorium,
museum, and offices. Although half of the
Center's space will be devoted to children's
library services, automated information storage and retrieval equipment will be installed
in addition to conventional published books,
journals, bibliographies, and other reference
materials. Use will be made of a UNIVAC
for retrieval of reading lists on approximately 100 subjects, an Eastman Kodak
Lodestar Reader-Printer, and an American
Telephone and Telegraph Company telephone arrangement whereby book reviews
prerecorded on tape can be dialed.
Approximately 300 librarians from
throughout the United States will be recruited to staff the Reference Center for onemonth periods during the two six-month
periods in 1964 and 1965 when the Fair
will be open. They will attend a preparatory
two-week training seminar in advanced library techniques that will include information storage and retrieval. The deans of the
Columbia University School of Library Service,
Rutgers Graduate School of Library Service,
and Pratt Institute Library School are advisers
for the seminar curriculum, and International
Business Machines Corporation will provide
classroom space in its New York offices. It is
estimated that a $1,000 scholarship will pay
for the travel, training, and living expenses
of a single participating librarian, and scholarship contributions are being solicited. SLA
will provide a $1,000 scholarship, and in5 94

dustry and SLA's New York Chapter have
already pledged $13,850. Companies may
also support the Reference Center by paying
the living and training expenses of their own
librarians who qualify as staff members.
The Director of the American Reference
Center is Gordon P. Martin, former Assistant Librarian for the University of California
at Riverside. Harold Tucker, Chief Librarian
of the Queens Borough Public Library, is
Chairman of the Advisory Committee, which
is directing the planning of the World's Fair
participation for the three groups. Representing SLA on the Committee is Elizabeth Ferguson, Librarian, Institute of Life Insurance.
Committee members include two other SLA
members-Sylvia Mechanic, Business Librarian, Brooklyn Public Library, and Ralph R.
Shaw, Rutgers University Graduate School of
Library Service-as well as John Fall, New
York Public Library; Frances Henne, Columbia University School of Library Service;
Paul C. Janaske, Executive Director, American Documentation Institute; Warren B.
Kuhn, Princeton University Library; S. Gilbert Prentiss, New York State Library; and
Spencer G. Shaw, Nassau Library System.
ALA's President and President-elect are ex
officio members. Librarians who are interested in being on the American Reference
Center staff for the 1964 period may request
application forms from Mr. Martin at
UNIVAC Division, Sperry Rand Corporation, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, New
York City 19. Application deadline is December 31, 1963.
Project for Special Collections

A research project to test and demonstrate
the optic-coincidence system of information
storage and retrieval for museum and historical collections is being conducted by
Drexel Institute of Technology's Graduate
School of Library Science and the Henry
Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum. The
project is being financed by a grant from
the Copeland-Audelot Foundation and directed by Mrs. Elizabeth A. Ingerman, LiSPECIAL LIBRARIES

brarian of the Joseph Downs Manuscript
Library at the Winterthur Museum, where
she developed and used an optical-coincidence system. Ten institutions will be used in
the study, and the results will be made available to approximately 1,300 historical museums, societies, and libraries.
Members in the News

JAMEST. BABB,Librarian at Yale University, was Chairman of the committee that
recently selected books for inclusion in the
White House collection.
ROBERTS. BRAY, Chief, Division for the
Blind, Library of Congress, was awarded the
American Foundation for the Blind's Migel
Medal, the highest award for work with the
blind.
C. SAM IDEN, former Research Report Librarian, General Motors Research Library,
Warren, Michigan, has accepted a position
as Librarian for GMC's Delco Radio Division
in Kokomo, Indiana.
ROBERTG. KRUPP,formerly Librarian with
Bell Telephone Laboratories in Holmdel,
New Jersey, has become Technical Processes
Librarian at the company's New York offices.
DON T. Ho, former Librarian, Central Research Department, Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, has succeeded Mr. Krupp in Holmdel.
LOUISELEFEBVRE,
Librarian, Pulp and Paper
Research Institute of Canada, and MRS.ALICE WANDASHOENFELD,
Cataloger, Imperial Tobacco Company of Canada, were
elected President and English Secretary, respectively, of the Quebec Library Association.
CHARLOTTE
MADISON,Librarian, Compton
Advertising Agency in New York City, has
recently become Librarian at General Dynamics/Electronics in Rochester, New York.
She succeeds MRS. IVAH Y. DEANE,who
has retired.
MRS. JEANNEB. NORTH, formerly in the
Technical Information Center, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, has become Engineering Librarian at Stanford University,
Stanford, California.
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EUNICEV. SALISBURY,
Librarian at the U.S.
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire,
received a Department of the Army citation
for "sustained superior performance."
JOANTITLEY,Librarian, University of Louisville Medical School, won the 1963 Medical
Library Association's Murray Gottlieb Prize
for her essay, "The Library of the Louisville
Medical Institute, 1837-47."
Tri-State Library Conference Held

Nearly 1,000 people attended the Tri-State
Regional Library Conference, October 2-4,
in the Hotel Pick-Nicollet at Minneapolis.
The joint conference was sponsored by the
state and special library associations of Iowa,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota. Interlibrary loan
principles, practices and problems was the
topic of a panel at which George A. Schwegmann, Jr., Chief of the Union Catalog Division of the Library of Congress, stated that
the library resources of the United States
must be made available to those who need it
for research. As always, money seems to be
the main factor in expanding the interlibrary
loan service. Schwegmann said steps are being taken toward development of regional
and state-wide union catalogs throughout the
country. And through this cooperation between libraries, their resources can be more
widely used by those needing more extensive
research materials. On the panel with
Schwegmann were William S. Budington,
President-Elect of SLA and Associate Librarian, John Crerar Library, and Thomas E.
Ratcliffe, Reference Librarian, University of
Illinois. Lawrence Medley, Librarian, A. 0.
Smith Corp., Milwaukee, and President of
the Wisconsin chapter of SLA, presided.
In Memoriam

JACK K. BURNESS,Chief Librarian at the
Washington Post, Washington, D. C., since
1936, died September 27. Mr. Burness was
Chairman of the Newspaper Division in
1961-62.
M. VIOLABRINER,Librarian, Garden Center
of Greater Cleveland, died August 4. She
was with the Center for 17 years and helped
build one of the most comprehensive gardening libraries in the United States.

"awesome world of the public library" to the
Book Reviews
LIBRARY
FURNITUREAND EQUIPMENT:PROCEED- spirited general question and answer period, this
work proves that the subject can be handled in
INGS OF A THREE-DAY
INSTITUTESPONSORED
BY
other than a ponderous way. Of particular interest
THE LIBRARYADMINISTRATION
DIVISION.
Chicago:
to this reviewer, as SLA's Representative to the
American Library Association, July 1963. 80 p.
American Standards Association's 2-85 Committee,
Pap. $1.75 (L.C. 63-18322)
was the section on specification writing. This field
What piece of library furniture, nicknamed the
has only been tapped lightly by librarians, but, as
"infernal triangle'' and displayed as an exhibit
we grow in sophistication, specifications and standgimmick, became one manufacturer's regular stock
ards will be the media by which we will make our
item? Which device would you use to monitor
needs known to suppliers.
necking and petting in book stacks? What are the
To any library planner I would recommend
seven important considerations in the reproducthis book as "must" collateral reading.
tion of catalog cards or the seven basic points in
WILLIAM
HENRYSIMON,Manager
planning for new furniture? These questions and
Technical and Administrative Services
many more are answered in ALA's new publicaNuclear Division, Combustion
tion, Librmy Furniture and Equipment.
Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Connecticut
Don't be deceived by this volume's low price,
short length, and lack of illustrations. While it is
not a comprehensive manual on the subject, it is
AND RETRIEVAL:
TOOLS,
INFORMATION
STORAGE
an invaluable compendium of advice, insights, and
ELEMENTS,
THEORIES.Ju.reph Becker and Robevt
sound factual information. Any veteran library
M . Ha1e.r. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1963.
planner will tell you that the most profitable tool
448 p. 511.95.
he used was the council of experienced predecesWe, as special librarians, may take pride not
sors. The words of wisdom alone in this book
only in the long traditions of librarianship but in
will make its purchase at $1.75 seem like a steal.
the forward-looking attitudes and progress of our
Library Furniture and Equipment is a collection
profession in recent years. In particular we can
of papers, panel discussion records, and transcripboast of being among the first to adapt man's n e w
tions of question and answer periods from the 1962
est servants, data processing and digital computers,
Equipment Institute held at the University of
to the execution of routines developed in the
Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, June 14-16, The
course of centuries of experience. I need only cite
Institute was sponsored by ALA's Library Adminthe work being reviewed to indicate the achieveistration Division and Library Technology Project.
ments of less than a decade of voluntary and fruitApproximately 275 persons attended the Institute
ful collaboration between the librarian and the
and were treated to manufacturers' displays of
"hardware" man.
furniture and equipment grouped together by type.
Becker, a librarian, and Hayes, a mathematician
It could be suggested to the editors, who have al(Hayes is currently President of A D I ) , have given
ready created a fine volume, that the addition of
us the best survey of information system techlistings and/or photographs of the displays would
nology, including its system design, subject analyenhance its value and be well worth any additional
sis, equipment, and current theoretical background.
cost to the reader.
that this reviewer has seen. It is a quite compreThe areas covered by this book are: library
hensive and generally adequate presentation of a
furniture selection; book stack selection; specififield still marked by considerable internal confucation writing and bidding procedures for furniture
sion. This confusion results from the fact that
and shelving; equipment and methods in catalog
there is, as yet, no body of knowledge common to
card reproduction; photocopying (especially from
the practitioners of this black art. Parameters for
bound volumes) and the production of full-size
the roles of the hardware and library "types" and
copy from microtext; and a general catchall on
their interactions have not yet been established. In
library furniture and equipment. The main confact, Becker and Hayes themselves fall into the
tributors are such well-known people as library
trap of trying to define that elusive hybrid, the
consultants Martin Van Buren and Edna Volgt,
documentalist. Their identification of him as
furniture designer Edward Stromberg, document
system designer is trivial in the light of his shiftreproduction consultant William R Hawken, and
ing roles. It is precisely this lack of a clearly deconsultant Keyes Metcalf. The editors, Edward
fined audience with a common educational and
Johnson, Frazer G. Poole, and Alphonse Trezza,
experiential background that must pose one of the
are to be congratulated for turning the Institute's
most difficult problems faced by the authors of
Proceedings into a well-ordered volume.
Library Furniture and Equipment is far from
texts in relatively new interdisciplinary fields. (It
should, of course, be borne in mind that all interbeing drab reading. From Van Buren's delightful
disciplinary fields are new; as soon as they have
verbal painting of childhood memories ~n the
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been around awhile each becomes a discipline in
its own right.)
The problem, stated in its most simple form,
is that of combining material from several disciplines in a single work directed at those knowledgeable in the several disciplines without offending either the intelligence or sensibilities of any
segment of the intended readership. The channel
between the Scylla of oversimplification and the
Charybdis of incomprehensibility is indeed difficult
to navigate. This is compounded in this case by
the widespread illiteracy of librarians i n the language of mathematics. (The last third of the book
is devoted to the development of mathematical
models for various aspects of information storage
and retrieval.)
Greatly to their credit, Becker and Hayes have
been able to present the fundamentals of librarianship and of data processing machines in a
meaningful manner with due respect for the contributions each must make to the success of an
information storage and retrieval program.
This book is highly recommended with one final
cutmeat-it is an introductory textbook. As the first
in a series, many of the topics touched upon will
be more fully treated in subsequent volumes. It
should not, in fact must not, be used as a do-ityourself manual for an information system. T o
many aspects of the total problem, no pat answers
are possible, and the authors have wisely refrained from attempting any. But as a survey of
the state-of-the-art, this book is must reading for
every progressive librarian.
ABRAHAM
I. LEBOWITZ,Physical Science Specialist
National Referral Center for
Science and Technology
Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
PROTECTING
THE LIBRARY
AND ITS RESOURCES:
A
GUIDETO PHYSICALPROTECTION
A N D INSURANCE
(Library Technology Publication No. 7 ) . Report
on a study conducted by Gage-Babcock & Associates, Inc. Chicago: American Library Association
(1963). 322 p. $6. (L.C. 63-19683)
This is the long awaited Library Technology
Project study on methods, materials, types of construction, and equipment and devices for fire prevention and detection in libraries, including other
types of losses and insurance for libraries. The
book is divided into two parts: one covering
physical protection and the other entitled "InsurIng the Library."
Part 1 includes chapters on the following pertinent areas: types of physical losses, prevention of
losses, fire defense measures, fire protection equipment, and fire protection in library planning. Part
2 covers the librarian as insurance administrator,
the nature of risk, insuring physical damage to
property. protection against dishonesty, liability
insurance, workmen's compensation and employers' liability, construction work, developments in
Insurance, and a model insurance policy for li-
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braries. There are nine interesting appendices, a
useful glossary, and nine pages of references arranged and listed for use with Parts 1 and 2. The
volume is adequately indexed and contains good
illustrations.
This investigation was financed by a $50,000
grant from the Council o n Library Resources.
Incidentally, there have been 26 major library
fires since the study was conceived in 1959, several of which exceeded by many times the amount
spent on this project.
Every special librarian should avail himself of
the opportunity to read and study the book or, for
that matter, any librarian w h o is responsible for
directing a school, public, o r college library. Management needs to have a look at the bonk, too. It
will undoubtedly arouse one from any false sense
of security he may have. I n systematic style the
compilers have presented facts ranging from
"chamber of horrors" material to discussion of
dry insurance statistics. T h e two well-known fire
tests conducted at Norwood, Massachusetts, by the
Factory Mutual Insurance Companies and at
Ithaca, New York, by Cornell University are
clearly discussed. These tests and their results give
food for much thought and possible future tests.
Many librarians will be greatly shocked to discover fire hazards i n their buildings, and in places
they least suspected. T h e writers point out numerous hazards that may not be known to the
average person; for instance, a wiring system has
a safety life of not more than 20 years; a group
of poorly shelved loose serials and periodicals to
a fire inspector (and to a fire!) is just so much
loose waste paper that might be the initial point of
a conflagration. Of particular interest to special
libraries is the problem of joint occupancy. Fires
have a habit of destroying a library readily when
they start in a business o r other concern that occupies the same building as the library. There are
degrees of risk in this respect which might seem
humorous although based on sound reasoning. For
example, a library has a much better chance of
survival when it shares premises with a feed store
than it does with a bowling alley. Joint occupancy
with laboratories housing inflammable materials is
also quite hazardous.
Perhaps not all the recommendations i n the
book are practical for application in particular
situations, and it's true that additional investigations will be required. But this book is one that
has been needed for a long time. It not only will
wake you up-but
will make you go to work.
There should be a tremendous amount of improvement in "housekeeping" i n libraries-it's
certainly more economical to clean u p a library while
you can, rather than have it burn "clean" up.
ALAN G. SKELTON,Technical Librarian
Head, Research Center Library
U. S. Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi

Agricultural Subject Heading List

RECENT REFERENCES

T h e United States Department of Agriculture has
recently published the National Agricultural Library's Subject Heading List, one of the most comprehensive international lists of agricultural subjects ever published. The four-volume compilation
includes 93,000 subject headings and cross-refer. a c e s used by the library in its card catalog. T h e
List is $3.25 per volume or $13 for the complete
set and is sold by the U.S. Government Printing
'Office.

Libraries and Librarianship

SLA Authors
FREISER,Leonard H . Students and Spoonfeeding.
Library Journal, vol. 88, no. 16, September 15,
1963, p. 3251-3.
GLAZIER,Kenneth M . and DUIGNAN, Peter. A
Checklist of Serials for African Studies Based on
the Libraries of the Hoover Institution and Stanford University. Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Institution, Bibliographical Series, XIII, 1963. 104 p.
Apply.
JORDAN. Robert T. Library Characteristics of Colleges Ranking High in Academic Excellence. College and Research Libraries, vol. 24, no. 5, September 1963, p. 369-76.
LYBECK,Pauline E . First Inform, Then Create.
(Library and information services in an advertising
agency) Printers Ink, vol. 283, no. 11, June 14,
1963, p. 350-1. (Correction of September entry.)
MCLEAN.Mary P. The Business End of a Public
Library. N e w Jersey Business, vol. 9 , no. 8 , April
1963, p . 29.
MCMASTER.Florence R. American Association of
Law Libraries. Library Journal, vol. 88, no. 15,
September 1, 1963, p. 3033-4.
PIZER, Irwin, et al. Mechanization of Library
Procedures in the Medium-sized Medical Library:
I. T h e Serial Record. Bulletin of the Medical Library Association, vol. 51, no. 3, July 1963, p.
313-38.

RANKIN, C. Alice and GREMLING,Richard C.
Specialized Libraries in New Jersey. N e w Jersey
Businws, vol. 9 , no. 8 , April 1963, p. 18-23.
RICHMOND,Phyllis A. The Future of Generalized
Systems of Classification. College and Research Libraries, vol. 24, no. 5, September 1963, p. 395-401.
SHARP,Harold S., ed. Readings i n Special Libvarianship. New York: Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1963.
7 1 4 p. $15.
SHAW, Ralph R. The Function of a Modern Special Library. N e w Jersey Business, vol. 9 , no. 8 ,
April 1963, p. 26-8.
SMITH, Ruth S. The Challenge of Church Libraries. Library Journal, vol. 88, no. 15, September 1, 1963, p. 3000-3.
WEIL, B. H., et al. Technical-Abstracting Fundamentals. 11. Writing Principles and Practices.
Journal of Chemical Dorumentation, vol. 3, no. 3,
July 1963, p. 125-32.

CURRALL,Henry F. J., ed. Phonograph Record
Librarie.r: Their Organization and Practice. Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, 1963. x, 183 p. illus.
$5.50.

A series of essays by British music librarians
covering such topics as general policy, setting up
and maintenance of record libraries, personnel and
training, cataloging, and storage. Contains a brief
directory of publications that review records (also
in America), bibliography, and index. Prepared
under the auspices of The International Association of Music Libraries.
DANIELS, Marietta. Public and School Library
Needs of Ldtin America (Cuadernos Bibliotecologicos no. 1 3 ) . Washington, D . C.: Pan American Union, 1963. v, 47 p. pap. mimeo. Apply.
Summarizes findings, conclusions, and proposed
plan of action within the Alliance for Progress.
Tables of statistics and standards for service.
DANTON, J. Periam. Book Selection and Coilectiom: A Compari.ron of German and American
Uniz~ersityLibrarie.r. New York and London: Columbia University Press, 1963. xxiv, 188 p. $6
(L.C. 6 3 - 1 0 9 1 2 ) .
T h e philosophy and policy of book selection as
practiced in university libraries in the United
States and West Germany are examined in an
attempt to define an ideal selection policy that
would bring to a library only those items useful
to its teaching and research programs. Author is
Professor of Librarianship and was for 15 years
Dean of the School of Librarianship at the University of California, Berkeley. Notes and index.
HAWKEN. William R. Enlarged Prints from Library Microforms ( L T P Publications No. 6 ) . Chicago: American Library Association, 1963. x,
131 p. pap. illus. $4. (L.C. 6 3 - 1 5 8 0 7 ) .
Describes the operation and gives specifications
for various types of reader-printers suitable for
use in libraries. Analyzes nine specific pieces of
equipment and summarizes testing program.
HARRISON,K. C. Public Libraries Today. New
York: Philosophical Library Inc., 1963. xi, 147 p.
illus. $4.75.
Concerns public libraries in England-history.
staffing, building, operating, and public relations.
Appendix has statistics on public libraries around
the world. Index.
HOLLEY, Edward G . Charles Evans, American
Bibliogrpher. Urbana: University of Illinois Press.
1963. xi", 343 p. $7.50 (L.C. 63-10315).
A biography of Charles Evans ( 1 8 5 0 - 1 9 3 5 ) .
librarian and bibliographer, whose American Biblioguaph~: A Chronological Dictionary of All
Books, Pamphlets, and Periodical Publications
Printed i n the United States o f America from the
Genesis of Printing i n I 6 3 9 down to and Including
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the Year 1820, u'ith Bibliographical and Biographir d Notes was a pioneering work in the field. Bibliography and index.
OF LIBRARYASSOINTERNATIONAL
FEDERATION
CIATIONS.Lzbraries i n the W o r l d . The Hague:
Martinus Nijhoff, 1963. 62 p. pap. 4.20 guilders.
Recommendations for a long-term future program for the International Federation of Library
Associations.

JENNISON,Peter. Freedom to Read (Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 344). New York: Public Affairs Committee, Inc., 1963. 20 p. pap. 25d.
A discussion, by the Assistant Managing Director
of the American Book Publishers' Council, of the
attempts by self-appointed individuals and vigilante groups to impose censorship on publishers,
libraries, and schools, and a clear call to the
American press and public to help safeguard one
of our most fundamental civil liberties. Brief
bibliography.
MITCHELL,Ann E., ed. University of Tennessee
Library Lectures, Numbers 13, 14, and 15, 19611963. Knoxville: University of Tennessee, 1963.
45 p. pap. Apply (L.C. 1452-4367).
Contains "The Growing Giant: The ScienceTechnology Library" by Dorothy Crosland; "The
University Library in Violent Transition" by Ralph
11. Ellsworth; and "The International Role of the
University Library" by William S. Dix.
SAMORE,Theodore and HOLLADAY,
Doris C. Library Statistics of Colleges and Universities, 196162 (OE-15032-62, Circular No. 699). Washington, D . C.; U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1963. iv, 172 p. pap. $1.
(Available from Government Printing Office.)
Tables showing management data (size of collections, number of personnel, operating expenditures) and salaries in 1,862 college and university
libraries.
VICKERY,B. C. La Classification a Facettes, trans.
from English by Paule Salvan. Paris: GauthierVillars, 55 Quai des Grands-Augustins, 1963. iv,
64 p. pap. 9 francs.
Translation of the author's Fuceted Classificalion: a Guide to Construction and Use of Special
Schemes, prepared for the Classification Research
Group, Aslib, 1960.
WHITE, Ruth M., ed. T h e School-Housed Public
Library-A
Survey (The Public Library Reporter,
no. 1 1 ) . Chicago: American Library Association,
1963. vii, 62 p. pap. $1.75.
Survey results from cities where school and
public libraries have been combined. Facts indicated that there are more disadvantages than advantages. Statistics. Bibliography.
SHOVE,Raymond H. et al. T h e Use of Books and
Libraries, loth ed. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1963. vi, 122 p. pap. $1.75 (L.C.
63-16070).
A guide to be used in library instruction courses
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for college and university undergraduates. Chapters
from previous editions have been rearranged to
conform in general with the arrangement in Winchell. Includes as main entries and in annotations
some 570 reference books and other bibliographical
aids (237 new to this guide). Index.
Bibliographic Tools

BERGQUIST,
G. William, ed. Three Centuries of
English and American Plajls; A Checklist; England: 1500-1800; United States: 1714-1830. New
York: Stechert-Hafner, 1963. 281 p. $25.
Includes approximately 5,500 plays, both as
separates and in collections. Entries are under
author, title, and anonymous title, with cross references from variant names, titles, and spellings.
Pseudonyms, joint authors, editors, and translators
are given. Facsimiles of significant and interesting
title pages of 34 plays are reproduced.

Bibliotherapy i n Hospitals: A n Annotated Bibliography 1900-1961. Washington, D . C.: Veterans Administration Department of Medicine and
Surgery, July 1962. 59 p. pap. mimeo. Apply.
Up-dates, with 67 items added, Bibliotherapy i n
Hospitals, 1900-1957. Includes references to general articles, research and case studies, theses,
bibliotherapy with different types of patients, and
books. Author index.
MCCORMICK,
Edward M. Bibliography on Mechanized Library Processes. Washington, D . C.: National Science Foundation Office of Science Information Service, April 1963. 27 p. pap. mimeo.
Apply.
155 English-language items covering acquisitions, circulation control, serials handling, selection
of document copies, and intercommunication between libraries. Does not include information
retrieval, payroll and similar functions. Author
index and library location guide.
STECKLER,Phyllis B., ed. American Scientific
Books, 1962-1963. New York: R. R. Bowker Co.,
1963. viii, 221 p. $5 (L.C. 62-18243).
Covers the period from April 1962 through
March 1963, and includes scientific, medical, and
technical books published in the United States;
excludes juveniles and texts below the college
level. Arrangement of entries is by Dewey Decimal
Classification; each entry is indexed by author and
title.
WALFORD,
A. J., et al., ed. Guide t o Reference
Mate~ial,Supplement. London: The Library Association, 1963. vii, 370 p. $12 (Distr. in U. S. by
R. R. Bowker).
Guide to 1,500 reference books and bibliographies published mostly between 1957 and 1961
with emphasis on British material. Some older
items have been included because of availability or
importance. References to reviews are included.
WINCHELL,Constance M. Guide t o Reference
Books, 7th ed., 4th supplement, 1959-June 1962.

Chicago: American Library Association, 1963.
viii, 151 p. $3.75 ( L C . 51-11157).
Covers 1,300 reference titles published from
1959 through June 1962. Follows the organization of the basic Guide and previous supplements,
to which cross references are given by code number. Also lists large card catalogs and indexes in
book form.
Cataloging and Classification

COLVIN, Laura C. Cataloging Sampler, a Comparative and Interpretive Guide. Hamden, Conn.:
Archon Books, 1963. xx, 368 p. $10. (L.C. 6220998).
Sample order slips, file cards, and catalog entries for different types of materials, are reproduced to illustrate library cataloging practices.
Index, appendices, and bibliography.
COMMITTEEOF UNIVERSITYINDUSTRIALRELATIONS LIBRARIANS,Subcommittee on Subject
Headings. A Standard List o f Subject Headings in
Industrial Relations, 2nd ed. Princeton, N. J.:
Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University,
1963. iv, 136 p. loose-leaf mimeo. $4.25.
Provides a standardized list of terms for use in
cataloging industrial relations materials. Extensive
cross references and explanatory notes. Revised
pages to be issued from time to time.
Conference on Classification in Law Libraries. Chicago: Chicago Association of Law Libraries, 1963.
vii, 62 p. pap. Apply.
Proceedings of the Fourth Workshop on Law
Library Problems, November 10-11, 1961, at the
University of Chicago Law School.
ELLINGER,Werner B., ed. Subject Headings for
the Literature of Law and International LAW
(American Association of Law Libraries Publications Series No. 6 ) . South Hackensack, N. J.:
Fred B. Rothman & Co., 1963. xvi, 380 p. $17.50
(L.C. 63-19100).
A list of subject headings used at the Library of
Congress for literature of law and materials in
related areas, and extracted, for the convenience
of law librarians, from the sixth edition of Subject Headings Used in the Dictionary Catalogs of
the Library of Congress (1957) and the supplements issued through December 1962. Reproduced
from single-line entries on IBM-type cards.
LEITCH,I. and BILLEWICZ,W. 2. A Scheme for
Classification of Information on Nutrition Coded
for Machine Retrieval (Commonwealth Bureau of
Animal Nutrition, Rowett Research Institute,
Bucksburn, Aberdeen, Scotland, Technical Communication No. 24). Farnham Royal, Slough,
Bucks, England: Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux. 1963. xviii, 227 p. $15.
Classification by an IBM code of bibliographical
material in the field of nutrition, both human and
animal, taken from Nutrition Abstract-r and Reu i e w ~ , the quarterly journal published by the
Commonwealth Bureau of Animal Nutrition.

ROBERTS,Brian, comp. Uniz,ersal Decimal Cla.r.rification for Use in Polar Libraries, 2nd ed., rev.
(SPRI Occasional Paper no. 2, FID no. 348).
Cambridge, England: Scott Polar Research Institute, 1963. 162 p. Apply.
Supersedes 1950 edition and its eight supplements and also the 1956 "Abstract" with its seven
supplements. Contains explanation of UDC, the
systematic tables used, and auxiliary numbers for
regional classification of polar and nonpolar regions. Subject and region index. Supplements will
be issued as needed.
Information Handling and Systems

BALZ, Charles F. and STANWOOD,Richard H.
Information Retrieval Systems: A Systems Approach (IBM no. 63-825-827). Owego, N. Y.:
IBM Space Guidance Center, March 1963. 9 p.
pap. Apply.
Explanation of systems using a basic selective.
dissemination program and keyword-in-context indexing for providing descriptive notifications, bibliographies, and indexes. IBM 700, 1400, and 7000
series equipment used.
ON SCIENTIFIC
INFORMATION
OF THE
COMMITTEE
FEDERALCOUNCIL FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. Status Report on Scientific and Technical
Information in the Federal Government, June 18,
1963. Washington, D . C.: 1963. x, 18 p. pap.
504. (Available from Office of Technical Services,
Department of Commerce, Washington, D . C . .
20235.)
Summarizes recent advances and the present
status of federal government efforts to develop an
effective program for the handling of scientific and
technical information.
Documentation O Information Retrieval; A Selected Bibliography, Fall, 1962. Cleveland, Ohio:
Center for Documentation and Communication
Research, Western Reserve University, School of
Library Science, 1962. 8 p. pap. Apply.
A selective listing of books, articles and papers,
and special reports, with some references going
back to 1951 and up to 1962.
OF CONGRESS,
Space and Technology DiLIBRARY
vision, Reference Department. Space Science and
Technology Books, 1957-1961: A Bibliography
with Contents Noted. Washington, D . C.: 1962.
iii, 133 p. pap. $1 (Sold by Government Printing
Office).
United States and foreign technical and semipopular works arranged by year of publication.
Tables of contents of works listed instead of abstracts or summaries.
Infornzation Systen2.r-E.r.rential
Tools in Engineering Appltcation of Science for the Needs of
Society. New York: Engineers Joint Council
(1963). 28 p. pap. illus. $1.75 prepaid.
Proceedings of a panel program jointly sponsored by the EJC and Section M (engineering)
of the American Association for the Advancement
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of Science at the AAAS 129th Annual Meeting in
Philadelphia, December 27. 1962.
KOTOWSKI,A,, ed. Dokumentatjon i m Gmelin-lnstitut. Frankfurt am Main: Gmelin Institute, 1962.
194 p. pap. Gratis from the Institute's U S . office,
7 Woodland Avenue, Larchmont, N . Y.
A jubilee issue in honor of Professor E. Pietsch's
60th birthday in recognition of his achievements
as chief editor of the Gmelin HaizdbooR of
Inorganic Chemistry and work on modern documentation techniques.
NATIONALSCIENCEFOUNDATION.Current Projects on Economic and Social Implications of Science and Technology, 1962 (NSF-63-8). Washington, D . C.: 1963. viii. 126 p. pap. 40$. (Distr.
by U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington
25, D. C.)
The fourth annual inventory of research projects
in this field being conducted in American colleges
and universities. The 306 projects reported are
classified into 14 groups ranging from agriculture
and rural sociology to public policy and decisionmaking. Each entry gives the name of the investigator. address, anticipated form of publication.
and a brief summary of the contents. Indexed by
authors and by institutions.

i\'otzcon~ entiondl Technical Information Systems i n
Current Use, No. 3 (NSF-62-34). Washington,
D. C.: National Science Foundation, October 1962.
xx, 209 p. pap. Apply.
Descriptions of systems that store references,
such as manual, Uniterm, peek-a-boo, photographic, and computer; systems that store data,
such as administrative and chemical-biological test
data; and systems that produce general search
aids, such as indexes and machine-searchable files.
Includes guide to organizations, subject guide,
geographical location index, and supplementary
guide to individuals and organizations.
PAYNE,Dan, et al. A Textual A b s t ~ u c t h g Technique, A Prelinzinary Development and Evaluation Support plus separate supplemental volume
(RADC TDR-62-372) (AIR C 81-8/62-TR).
Pittsburgh, Pa.: American Institute for Research,
August 23, 1962. viii, 55 p. (supplement, 187 p.).
APPLY.
Prepared for the Rome Air Development Center,
Air Research and Development Command, Griffiss
Air Force Base, New York. Statistical tables and
charts, guidelines, evaluation, and implications of
abstracting. Bibliography. Supplement includes
papers associated with the exemplification and
evaluation of the procedure resulting from the
study.
REEVES,Pamela W., et al. T h e Library of Tomorrou-Today:
arz I n f o r m u i i o ~ Serz.ic~'
~
of Educatiorzal Reirmch Muterialr (Cooperative Research
Project No. 1298, Title vii, Project B-170). Cleveland. Ohio: Center for Documentation and Communication Research, Western Reserve University,
1962. iv. 326 p. pap. Apply.
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A study conducted by the Center for Documentation and Communication Research at Western Reserve on the problems of information retrieval in
education, comparisons with other systems, costs,
materials, and the operation of the Educational
Research Information Center. Tables, charts, and
appendices covering a glossary, pilot questions,
analysis, terminology control, the pilot library,
and comparison systems study are included.
SCHWARTZ,
Leonard S. Principles of Coding, Filtering, and Information Theory. Baltimore: Spartan
Books, Inc.; London: Cleaver-Hume Press, 1963.
xiii, 255 p. $8.50 (L.C. 63-19456).
Science, mathematics, and theory of communications engineering for electronic data processing.
Index.

Scientific Documentation i n South G South East
Asia. New Delhi, India: UNESCO South Asia
Science Cooperation Office and the Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre, 1963. 47 p.
pap. illus. Apply.
Speeches from a Regional Seminar, March 7-16,
1961, under the auspices of UNESCO and the government of India.
YERKES,Charles P. Planning Guide for a Miniaturized Technical Document Distribution System.
New York: T h e Microcard Carp., 1962. 38 p.
pap. illus. Apply.
Discusses types and uses of microforms, including microfiche, for the dissemination of information. Glossary and samples of Microcard, microfiche, offset page, and hard copy.

CLASSIFIED A D V E R T I S I N G
Positions open and wanted-50
cents per line;
minimum charge $1.50. Other classifieds-75 cents
a line; $2.25 minimum. Copy must be received by
tenth of month preceding month o f publication.

POSITIONS OPEN
ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT-Wisconsin Free Library Commission. Assist Secretary of Commission
in various administrative functions. Serve as advisor to department libraries in state government.
MSLS, three years experience in library or related
work. Annual $6,720-8,520. Social security, state
retirement, excellent benefits. Apply by November
25 to S. Janice Kee, Secretary, Free Library Commission, State Capitol, Madison, Wisconsin 53702.
BUSINESS,Science and Technology Division Head
for public library. Opportunity to develop collection and services for business and industry as well
as general public. New building being constructed.
Growth possibilities available through personal
contacts and aggressive promotional and experimental programs. Fifth year degree required. Usual
benefits. Salary begins at $6,200. Near Chicago.
Write Jack Chitwood, Director, Rockford Public
Library, Rockford, Illinois.

CATALOGER-INDEXER:
For research library emphasizing the atmospheric sciences. Requires master's degree in library science and three years'
experience. Technical background in chemistry and
acquaintance with several foreign languages is
desirable. Experience with U D C classification preferred. Liberal fringe benefits. Salary is open and
is commensurate with experience and training.
Please send resume of qualifications to Placement
Coordinator. National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado.
HARVARD
MEDICALLIBRARYis rapidly expanding
its resources and services preparatory to occupying its new $6 million building. A capable Circulation Chief is needed for planning and development of new services, including extra-mural services to hospitals and doctors. Candidate must have
a library school degree and relevant experience,
preferably in a science library. Must have demonstrated planning, organization. and management
capabilities. This is an unusual opportunity, with
an expanding future. Excellent fringe benefits.
Salary range: $6,300 to $7,900. Apply Harvard
Medical Library. 25 Shattuck Street, Boston 15,
T. Esterquest, Librarian.
Massachusetts-Ralph
INDEXER-For The Art Index. Background in
art essential. Knowledge of cataloging and/or library experience, while desirable, are not absolute
requirements. Beginning salary for persons with
library school degree $6,330 per year. Applicants
must be capable of performing accurately the detailed work required in assigning appropriate
subject headings to articles in current periodicals.
Many Company benefits such as vacations, sick
pay, pensions, Blue Cross and Blue Shield, etc.
Annual salary reviews. 5-day. 35-hour week. Applications should be addressed to: T h e Personnel
Department. The H. W . Wilson Company, 950
University Avenue, New York 52, N . Y.
LIBRARIAN-For independent educational research
library. Established library, new building under
construction on university campus. L.S. degree
with special library experience preferred. Western
Personnel Institute, 1136 Steuben Street, Pasadena.
California.

TECHNICALLIBRARIAN-TO assume complete responsibility for administration and operation of
3,500-volume library of medium-sized chemical
company. Now located on Chicago South Side,
library will be moved to new laboratory building
in Lake Zurich, Illinois, by October 1964. Prefer
applicant combining library training and/or experience with chemistry training. Submit resume,
including salary desired, to: L. I. Terry, Laboratory Director. Dearborn Chemical Co.. 1029 W.
35th Street, Chicago 9, Illinois.

POSITIONS WANTED
ART LIBRARIAN-B.A., M.A. (Art History), fifth
year A.B.L.S., 15 years experience university libraries. Now Architecture Librarian, seeks museum
or SL post. Write Box B 113.
CATALOGER-Male. M.L.S., 34, married. Humanities background. 8 years academic experience in
cataloging and technical services, rare books, and
teaching. Seeks administrative position. Write Box
B 120.

WANTED TO BUY
PERIODICALS,duplicates, surplus for cash o r exchange. Write for free Library Buying List. Canner's SL, Boston 20, Massachusetts.

MISCELLANEOUS
JAPANESEPATENTS-chemical, metallurgical, electronic devices and components, illustrated abstracts three weeks after publication from $30
p.a., partial translations any patents quoted from
C.A. o r other sources airmailed same day. Rotha
Fullford Leopold & Associates, P.O. Box 13,
Black Rock, Victoria, Australia. Established 1953.
QUICK SEARCH-prompt reports! Send us your
hard to find book list. Cambridge Book Service,
Box 18L, Cambridge 40, Massachusetts.

- -

TECHNICALLIBRARIAN-OPPOT~U~~~Y
for woman
to take charge of expanding scientific library. Extensive holdings of reference and periodical literature in chemistry and biological sciences. The
library is situated at a leading industrial research
laboratory, which is a division of a major manufacturer of fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals.
Minimum qualifications for the position include a
B.S. degree in chemistry or closely related field
plus training in library science. Salary commensurate with qualifications. Comprehensive employee benefits. Convenient, pleasant suburban
location, 20 miles from mid-town New York.
Please write and send resume to: D r . R. F. Phillips, Professional Relations Administrator, Merck
Sharp & Dohme Research Laboratories, Rahway,
New Jersey. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Hundreds of Libraries-big and small-now print
3 x 5 professional catalog cards and postcards (any
quantities) with new pre&ion gearedstencil printer
especiallydesignedfor Library requirernents.Buydirect on Five Year Guarantee. FREE- Write TODAY for description, pictures, and low direct price.
CARDMASTER, 1920 Sunnyside, Dept. 411, Chicago 40
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HEAD TECHNICAL
LIBRARIAN
Excellent opportunity for qualified person to initiate and develop a technical
library for new modern Development
Center of multi-plant manufacturer.
Experience and background in ceramics
and glass beneficial. Location will be
in Lancaster, Ohio.
Please send your reply in confidence to:
Supervisor, Personnel Procurement
Department L
General Offices
ANCHOR HOCKING GLASS
CORPORATION
Lancaster, Ohio

Information Scientist
Opportunity for individual to develop technical information, plan
library programs and administer library service for metals division research.
Candidates should have metallurgical library and/or metallurgical
laboratory experience.
I n addition to involvement in
highly interesting work, Olin also
provides a unique professional environment that is close t o cultural
and recreational centers.
Send resume indicating salary requirements to Mr. S. L. Ibberson.

RESEARCH CENTER
New Haven 4, Conn.
An equal opportunity employer

LIBRARIANS!

TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN
Large national company located
in N e w York City seeks woman
to supervise technical library. Requires bachelors degree in chemistry, masters degree in library
science & minimum of 3 years experience in library work. Please
forward resume indicating specific work experience & salary requirements to Box SLM 1 126, 125

W.41 S t . , N . Y . 3 6 , N . Y .
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THE JOB:
Positions immediately available in new
branches, subject departments, technical
services, children's work, and bookmobiles.

THE SALARY: $516-$641 PER MONTH
(Experienced librarians may start above
minimum.)

THE PLACE:
Los Angeles, where the climate is always
good.

THE FUTURE:
Good opportunity for professional growth
and promotional advancement in a growing system; 35 librarian promotions within
the last 12 months.

STUDENTS MAY APPLY DURING
THEIR LAST SEMESTER OF LIBRARY
SCHOOL.
LIBRARY DEGREE & U.S. CITIZENSHIP
REQUIRED
For additional information write to:

Civil Service Department
Los Angeles City Hall
Room 5 A
10s Angeles, California 90012
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card (3xj),post cards (j~i.53)
and 4x6 card, $64.50
LIVING STAMP.. t o ~ r i n tcall number, address.
label, etc., $24.50.
Please order direct from the inventor:

.

I

CHIANG SMALL DUPLICATORS
P. 0.Box 423, Notre Dame, Indiana
(New location will be: 53100 Juniper Rd.,
South Bend, Ind. 46637)

/ Complete composition, press
and pamphlet binding facilities, coupled with the knowledge and skill
gained through fifty years of experience, can be put to your use-profitably

1

S W E T S & ZEITLINGER
Keizersgracht 471 & 487
Amsterdam-C. Holland
New and Secondhand Bookdealers
Current Subscriptions

VERMONT

THE
PRINTING COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vermont

Periodicals, Sets, Backfiles, and Separate
Volumes.

American Representatwe

W A L T E R D. L A N T Z

PRINTERS O F THE OFFICIAL J O U R N A L
O F SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

555 WOODSIDE AVE., BERWYN, PA.

Suburban Philadelphia

Phone: Niagora 4-4944

Monthly.

..Quarterly. ..Regularly - -

Order Now and Keep Up With Special Interests
SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS: Alphabetical and chronological listings of forthcoming national, international, and regional conventions and symposia of scientific, technical, medical, and management
organizations. A subject index will be added beginning i n January 1964. Published three times annually. Subscriptions: United States, $7; elsewhere, $8.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES: SLA's official journal. Articles of professional and subject interest, features,
news, and publication items. Published ten times yearly; annual author-title-subject index. Included
with all memberships except Student, who may subscribe for $2. Subscriptions: United States, $10;
elsewhere, $1 1.
TECHNICAL BOOK REVIEW INDEX: Citations and quotations from book reviews appearing in
some 1,500 scientific and technical publications. Serves as both a check list and as an index. Issued
ten times a year; annual author index. Subscriptions: United States, $10; elsewhere, $11.
UNLISTED DRUGS: Describes new drugs, their composition and manufacture. Published monthly
by the Pharmaceutical Section of the Science-Technology Division. Semi-annual, annual, and five-year
cumulative indexes. Subscription: $15.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, 31 East 10th Street, New York, N. Y. 10003
United States Sales Representative for Selected Aslib Publications
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I Xerox' Reproductions Supplied.

BOOKS
THESES

II

PERIODICALS

. . .. From typed or printed

I ....

REPORTS

I

e SHORT-RUN

PUBLICATION

material
From your microfilm or
original material

, .... On a variety of paper or card

Micro Photo has been producing
high-quality Xerox Copy-Flo reproductions for libraries since

1959. Our modern laboratory a n d
technical staff are particularly
well equipped t o produce all types
of Xerox c o p y . reproductions
~~~
quickly a n d a t reasonable costs.

I
I
I

I

stock
masters

I

I

I
I
I
I

i n single-sided format or by MicroPhoto's DUOPAGE method of reproducing on both sides of a sheet.

I

I

I
I
----I
s e n d u s Your material or microfilm . . . we will be happy t o quote
prices.

Write for FREE Copy.

..

A chart is available which will be

helpful in ordering Xerox reprod u c t o n s a n d preparing microfirm
for Xerox reproduction. Complete
pricing schedule included.

Available in soft cover a n d hard cover
bindings.

I

MICRO PHOTO DIVISION I

I BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
I

I

llOO SHAW AVENUE CLEVELAND 12, OHIO

I

ANNOUNCING
AN IMPORTANT

3
p
-
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NEW SERIES OF
BIBLIOGRAPHIES

THE

MANAGEMENT

First "MIG" Title R e a d y
REAL
ESTATE
INFORMATION
SOURCES has just been published.
Printed i n easy-to-read type and
bound attractively the book has
317 pages, compriied of twenty-four
sections covering such subjects as
brokerage, appraisal, mortgages, etc.
and eight appendixes, plus subjeci
and author indexes. See coupon for
other titles now in press.
Series Editor
Paul Wasserman
L i b r a r i a n a n d Professor.
Graduate School o f Busmess
a n d Pub!ic A d m i n i s t r a t i o n
Cornell U n ~ v e r s l t y

INFORMATION

GUIDE

SERIES

Business Data Sources Summarized by Experts
Dozens of topics of vital interest to businessmen, researchers, and librarians are covered in Gale's new information source books, being published under the general title
of "The Management lnformation Guide Series."
An extensive classified bibliography of literature pertaining to the subject-including
books, periodical articles,
governmental and institutional reports, encyclopedias, dictionaries, directories, audio-visual materials-will make up
the major portion of each book.
Most bibliographies will be supplemented by appendixes
listing state and federal governmental agencies concerned
with the subject, libraries with a particular interest in the
subject, and other specialized lists.

PARTIAL LIST OF TOPICS AND EDITORS
ADVERTISING
Edward G. Strable and Eiin Christianson
J. Walter Thompson Compan)
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Charlotte Georgi
U.iiverslty of California (L.A.:
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND PERSONNEL
Bernard Naas
Cornell University
INVESTMENTS AND INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
Mary McNierney
Bache a.id Company
TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRIES
Kenneth Metcalf
Henry Ford Museum
BUSINESS/GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
Beamce S. McDermott and Freada Coleman
Dewey, Baliantine, Bushby. Palmer and Wood

ATOMIC ENERGY AND NUCLEONICS
Irving H. Klempner
United Nuclear Corporation
DRUG AND PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES
Philip Rosenstein
BrooKlyn College of Pharmacy
BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
James Woy
Philadelphia Free Library
TEXTILE INDUSTRIES
Joseph V. Kopycinski
Lowell Technological Institute
AID TO DEVELOPING NATIONS
Eloise ReQua
Library of International Relations
ACCOUNTING
Rosemary Demarest
Price Waterhouse and Company

QUALITY CONTROL
Erasmus J. Struglia
Consumers Union of the U.S.
COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSING
Jean Hopper
Philadelphia Free Library
PACKAGING
Gwendolyn Jones
St. Regis Paper Company
MACHINE INDUSTRY
Mariorie 0. Baker
Engelhard Industries, Incorporated
MISSILE AND ROCKET INDUSTRIES
Margaret N. Sloane
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc
PUBLI!: UTILITIES
Florme Hunt
Public Service Electric and Gas

---1111111111111111IIIII~III~IIIIIIIIII
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GALE RESEARCH CO. 2204 Book Tower DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN
obligation-the
Management Information Guides I have checked
a s s o o n a s they are publ~shed.
A L L M I G bibliographies a s issued
IJ C o n s t r u c t i o n a n d B u i l d i n g I n f o r m a t i o n S o u r c e s
R e a l E s t a t e I n f o r m a t i o n Sources--Janice. B a b b
-Howard
8. B e n t l e y A r c h i t e c t u r a l F o r u m
a n d B e v e r l y D o r d i c k , N a t i o n a l A s s o c i a t ~ o no f
T a x a t i o n a n d P u b l i c ~ i h a n c eI n f o r m a t i o n S o u r c e s
Real Estate Boards
-Vera
Knox, T h e T a x F o u n d a t ~ o n
I m a y u s e e a c h o f t h e s e b a s i c b i b l i o g r a p h i e s f o r 3 0 d a y s , r e t u r n it if it d o e s n o t m e e t m y l i b r a r y ' s
n e e d s , o r r e m i t $8.75 p e r v o l u m e f o r t h o s e I w i s h t o k e e p .
S e n d me-without
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